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Abstract 
 
Femtocells have been introduced as a solution to poor indoor coverage in cellular 
communication which has hugely attracted network operators and stakeholders. However, 
femtocells are designed to co-exist alongside macrocells providing improved spatial frequency 
reuse and higher spectrum efficiency to name a few. Therefore, when deployed in the two-tier 
architecture with macrocells, it is necessary to mitigate the inherent co-tier and cross-tier 
interference. The integration of cognitive radio (CR) in femtocells introduces the ability of 
femtocells to dynamically adapt to varying network conditions through learning and reasoning. 
This research work focuses on the exploitation of cognitive radio in femtocells to mitigate the 
mutual interference caused in the two-tier architecture. The research work presents original 
contributions in mitigating interference in femtocells by introducing practical approaches which 
comprises a power control scheme where femtocells adaptively controls its transmit power 
levels to reduce the interference it causes in a network. This is especially useful since 
femtocells are user deployed as this seeks to mitigate interference based on their blind 
placement in an indoor environment. Hybrid interference mitigation schemes which combine 
power control and resource/scheduling are also implemented. In a joint threshold power based 
admittance and contention free resource allocation scheme, the mutual interference between a 
Femtocell Access Point (FAP) and close-by User Equipments (UE) is mitigated based on 
admittance. Also, a hybrid scheme where FAPs opportunistically use Resource Blocks (RB) of 
Macrocell User Equipments (MUE) based on its traffic load use is also employed. Simulation 
analysis present improvements when these schemes are applied with emphasis in Long Term 
Evolution (LTE) networks especially in terms of Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio 
(SINR). 
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
 
1.1  Evolution of wireless and cellular communication 
Wireless communication has involved relentless years of research and design and comprises 
cellular telephony, broadcast and satellite television, wireless networking to today’s 3rd 
Generation Partnership Project’s (3GPP) and Long Term Evolution (LTE) technology. 
However, cellular telephony networks surpass the others in terms of usage [1]. Although 
cellular networks were designed to provide mobile voice services and low rate mobile data 
services, data services have excelled voice and findings show that global data traffic has grown 
by 280% since 2008 and is expected to double annually in the next five years [2]. Importantly, 
it has already exceeded those expectations in 2010 by nearly tripling and it is further predicted 
that by 2015 nearly one billion people will access the internet using a wireless mobile device 
[3]. 
The limited and in some cases under-utilised spectrum cannot accommodate this continuous 
increase in traffic therefore network operators have to come up with ways of increasing 
spectrum efficiency.  
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The introduction of new or the upgrade of existing wireless standards such as the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 
(WiMAX) and 3GPP’s LTE have been developed to meet traffic and high data rates. Most of 
the methods to increase spectrum capacity in practice today are aligned towards,  a) improving 
the macro layer by upgrading the radio access, b) densifying the macro layer by reducing the 
inter-site distances and c) the use of low power nodes to complement the macro layer [4]. 
The macro layer deployment is the typical approach of deploying Base Stations (BS) in 
proximity to each other covering large distances with reduced handover frequency. Although it 
is the backbone of most wireless networks, it has proven to be inefficient as it does not 
guarantee a high quality link in situations where the BS and Mobile Station (MS) are relatively 
far away. Moreover, a BS serving hundreds of contentious users all vying for resources is old 
fashioned [5]. Researchers indicate that 50% of all voice calls and most of the data traffic, more 
than 70%, originate indoors [6].  
However, indoor users may suffer from a reduced Received Signal Strength (RSS) due to low 
signal penetration through the walls or attenuation leading to total loss of signal in situations 
where the distance between transmitter and receiver is large. There is a need to provide 
solutions for poor indoor coverage to satisfy consumers. According to [5] the solutions to poor 
indoor coverage can be classified into two types, Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS) and 
Distributed Radios. 
Distributed Antenna Systems comprise a group of Remote  Antenna Units (RAU) spaced apart, 
providing not only enhanced indoor signal quality by significantly reducing transmission 
distance but also reducing transmit power (power of the reference signal) [7]. Some of the 
challenges involved in deploying DAS are the choice of antennas and selecting a suitable 
location [8], [9]. 
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Distributed Radios involve the introduction of smaller cells to complement the deficiencies of 
the larger macrocell and the gains include an efficient spatial reuse of spectrum [10]. These 
small cells which include picocells and microcells are overlaid in the macrocell to provide 
voice and data service. Due to the two-tier nature of its architecture, it is prone to interference 
which may result to a low Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) and throughput and 
in some cases a total disruption of service. As a result, there is a need to provide interference 
avoidance and mitigation schemes.  
Recently, a new distributed radio known as femtocells has emerged that promises to be a viable 
solution to indoor cellular communication. 
1.2  Femtocells: a solution to indoor network coverage 
Femtocell provides the solution to poor indoor coverage in cellular communication which has 
hugely attracted network operators and stakeholders. Femtocells are low powered, low cost and 
subscriber controlled units which provide a dedicated BS to indoor subscribers. The concept of 
femtocells, also known as home base stations, Home NodeB (HNB) or Home eNodeB (HeNB) 
[11] and residential small cells [12] was first studied in 1999 by Bell Laboratory of Alcatel-
Lucent but it was in 2002 that Motorola announced the first 3G based home base station 
product [13].  
Femtocell units, known as Femtocell Access Points (FAPs), connect standard mobile devices 
also known as Femtocell User Equipment (FUE) to the network of a mobile operator through 
residential Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), optical fibres, cable broadband connections or 
wireless last-mile technologies as shown in Figure 1.1 [13]-[16]. By installing FAPs indoors, 
the cell sites are reduced thereby bringing the transmitter and receiver closer to each other. The 
use of the subscriber’s broadband network to backhaul data offer improved indoor mobile 
phone coverage for both voice and data because of improved connectivity compared to the 
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Macrocell Base Station (MBS). Femtocells are similar to WiFi as both are connected to a wired 
backhaul but unlike WiFi, femtocells make use of an existing cellular standard for their 
operation [15], [17]. 
 
Figure 1.1: Femtocell deployment. 
The benefits of femtocells now and in the long term cannot be overemphasised as it has 
advantages for both network operators and subscribers. As far as network operators are 
concerned, the reduction in macrocells due to the deployment of femtocells will result in a 
huge saving in CAPEX (Capital Expenditure) of network operators and the reduction in 
traffic will also yield a saving in the OPEX (Operational Expenditure) through advanced 
self-management and optimisation techniques. The subscribers also benefit as the close 
proximity of the transmitter and receiver offered by femtocells enables subscribers to have 
high speed services such as voice, video and multimedia. 
The close proximity greatly lowers transmission power and increases the battery life of 
mobile devices. With a dedicated FAP in their homes, it offers subscribers a single billing 
address for mobile phone, broadband and land line as they are all channelled through the 
same backhaul [13], [18]. Femtocells also act as a solution towards convergence of landline 
and mobile [19]. 
Core Network
MBS
Broadband 
Internet
FUE
FAP
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1.2.1 Femtocells and the inherent interference problems 
Due to the two-tier architecture of femtocells and macrocells, interference is imminent. The 
cell sites covered by a number of FAPs (in some cases overlapping each other) is overlaid 
in the larger cell site of the macro base stations as shown in Figure 1.2. Interference here 
denotes the transmitted signals from the FAPs or MBS and their serving User Equipments 
(UEs) that appear as unwanted signals to each other.  
 
Figure 1.2: Femtocell scenario with co-tier and cross-tier interference 
Interference could be between femtocell and macrocell which is known as cross-tier or between 
neighbouring femtocells known as co-tier [20]. Interference can be further classified as Uplink 
(UL) or Downlink (DL) based on the sources, which besides the FAP and MBS, also includes 
Broadband 
Internet
MBS
RNC
Broadband 
Gateway
Core 
Network
1FUE
2FUE 3FUE
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4FAP
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the Femtocell User Equipments (FUEs - a UE served by a FAP) and Macrocell User 
Equipments (MUEs - a UE served by a MBS).  
Uplink interference is caused by;  
a) FUE interfering with the signals of a neighbouring FAP or the MBS   
b) MUE interfering with the signals of FAPs (while MUE is communicating with MBS) 
While downlink interference is caused by; 
a) A FAP interfering with the signals of UEs from a neighbouring FAP or MBS 
b) A MBS interfering with the signals of UEs (sent from FAP to UEs). 
A femtocell scenario with four FAPs denoting four cell sites overlaid in a macrocell is shown in 
Figure 1.2 to describe co-tier and cross-tier interference. The cell sites covered by FAPs 1, 2 
and 3 overlap each other thereby causing co-tier inference but they also suffer cross-tier 
interference as they are overlaid in the macrocell. FAP 4 on the other hand is a standalone FAP 
therefore the only interference experienced is cross-tier from the MBS. 
 
1.2.2  Femtocells - Interference versus Deployment 
It is important to note that the scale at which interference affects a femtocell network is largely 
dependent on the deployment scenario. The 3GPP’s technical specification of the scenarios for 
deployment of femtocells are summarised in [18] and described as follows; 
a) Spectrum Usage - Dedicated channel or Co-channel deployment. 
b) Access Methods - Open access or Close Subscriber Group (CSG). 
c) Transmit Power - Fixed Downlink (DL) transmit power or Adaptive DL transmit 
power. 
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Figure 1.3 summarises different femtocell deployment scenarios followed by explanation of 
interference versus deployment.  
 
Figure 1.3: Femtocell deployment scenarios 
 
In a dedicated channel deployment, the licensed spectrum is split into different portions for 
each tiered network to operate in a dedicated manner whereas both tiers share the same licensed 
spectrum in co-channel deployment [21]. The choice of deploying any of the two requires a 
trade-off between spectrum availability and interference. In dedicated channel, spectrum 
availability is limited as each portion is assigned a specific bandwidth to utilize. It still leads to 
a low cross tier interference. On the other hand, spectrum is available for all users in a co-
channel deployment but this result to high cross tier interference. Network operators prefer a 
co-channel deployment due to the limited available bandwidth but will have to deal with the 
interference issues [22]-[25].  
FAPs deployed in an open access allow connection for all users whereas in a CSG mode only 
the subscribed owners of the FAP have access. Cross tier interference in open access is reduced 
due to the fact that users can connect to the nearest FAP with the strongest signal. In CSG, 
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users experience strong UL and DL cross tier interference. In UL, MUEs close to the FAP and 
far away from their BSs will have to increase their transmit power to gain a better throughput 
and SINR causing interference to the FAP. In DL, FAP interferes with the communication 
between an MUE and its serving BS. However, in CSG, higher SINR values are guaranteed for 
the served FUEs in contrast to an open access mode as FAP resources are restricted to 
subscribed users only. A new access deployment is the hybrid access which combines the open 
access and the CSG by allowing full resource access to its subscribed FUEs and limiting the 
amount of resource access to other FUEs [26].  
In fixed mode, the DL transmit power is set to a predefined value while in an adaptive mode, 
the transmit power is controlled to avoid perceived interference in the environment which 
implies reducing its power depending on its location to a BS such as at the cell edge and cell 
centre [27]. A very high transmit power will cause interference to neighbouring FAPs and 
MBSs while a very low transmit power on the other hand will limit the FAP coverage and in 
turn limit the quality of service provided [28]. An adaptive transmit power is preferred over a 
fixed transmit power because of the inability of the FAP in a fixed mode to alter its transmit 
power when necessary to avoid interference [19].  
1.3  Cognitive radio networks  
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the European Telecommunications 
Standards Institute (ETSI) acknowledged the scarcity of available spectrum thus the idea of 
Cognitive Radio (CR) came as a solution to the limited wireless spectrum where most of the 
frequency bands are already assigned or in some cases under-utilized [29]. CR is the ability of 
Radio Frequency (RF) to sense its environment and automatically alter its characteristics such 
as frequency, modulation, power and other operating parameters to dynamically reuse whatever 
spectrum is available [30]. Unlicensed spectrum bands such as the Industrial, Scientific and 
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Medical (ISM) [1], which is set aside to encourage innovation, is either too congested or 
heavily underutilised. The FCC released a ‘notice of proposed rule-making’ for the use of 
technological capabilities in the exploration of unused bands such as television broadcast bands 
[31]. 
 
CR has been regarded as a technology capable of achieving this with its opportunistic ability of 
spectrum sensing, management and mobility [28, 32-35].  Through spectrum sensing and 
management CR can detect the availability of an unused licensed spectrum also known as 
spectrum hole or white space, vacated by the user who is the licensed or primary user (PU) and 
assign it to an unlicensed secondary user (SU). Also, CR detects and vacates the spectrum into 
another spectrum hole as soon as a PU re-emerges while maintaining its seamless connection – 
which defines its mobility capability. A three dimensional view of white spaces and spectrum 
occupancy is shown in Figure 1.4 below.  
 
Figure 1.4: White spaces denoting availability of spectrum 
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CR, through its ability to manage the spectrum and handoff when appropriate, allows a SU to 
choose the best frequency band among the available to support Quality of service (QoS) 
requirements [36]. There are mainly three spectrum sharing concepts in CR named underlay, 
overlay and interweave, which can be applied to mitigate interference while also ensuring that 
maximum capacity is maintained [37].  
1.4  Cognitive Femtocell networks  
The integration of CR in femtocells is known as Cognitive Femtocells (CF) [38], or Cognitive 
Femtocell Base Station (CFBS) [39], which signifies a femtocell with CR capabilities. 
Femtocells having the spectrum sensing capabilities of a CR can avoid co-tier and cross tier 
interference by sensing the spectrum and allocating resources on a different spectrum to avoid 
interference. In this regard, The FUEs are able to sense the environment for white spaces and 
opportunistically occupy them in the absence of a PU and also vacate them for another possibly 
available white space as soon as the PU reclaims it.  
In situations where the FAPs overlap each other as in Figure 1.2, a dynamic spectrum access 
technique (DSA) is required to allow SUs (i.e. FUEs) share spectrum resources between 
themselves and the PUs while avoiding interference. The self-optimization capabilities of 
cognitive femtocells allow the radio environment to be sensed in a dispersed manner to salvage 
operational parameters in order to manage interference.  
1.5  Principal objectives of research 
The principal objectives of this research can be summarized as follows: 
1. To present an overview of indoor mobile coverage deficiencies and present various 
solutions that has been implemented so far to arrest this problem. This will introduce 
the need for a feasible and optimized solution from the list of available options. 
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2. To highlight interference in cellular systems with simulations depicting real deployment 
scenarios and the ability of femtocells to mitigate the inherent interference as well as 
improve indoor network coverage. Femtocell is presented in terms of its 
standardization, connectivity and scalability. Drawbacks such as security concerns are 
also highlighted. 
3. To highlight the advantages of incorporating cognitive radio with femtocells in 
mitigating interference. 
4. To propose algorithms for mitigating both co-tier and cross-tier interference in 
cognitive femtocells to enhance the network performance due to the mutual interference 
between  femtocells and macrocells.  
5. To implement and compare the algorithms with existing approaches using a network 
simulation tool. 
1.6  Main contributions of research 
The main contributions of this thesis are summarized below in terms of the chapters: 
 Chapter 2 
This chapter introduces the typical approaches in mitigating interference in femtocells 
and subsequently presents an overview of the state-of-the-art interference mitigation 
schemes specific to cognitive femtocells in literature today. The advantages and 
disadvantages of these schemes are provided as well. This chapter is published in [40] 
and the contribution of this chapter is a literature review. 
 Chapter 3 
In this chapter an overview of LTE as a candidate for cellular radio access technology 
(RAT) is presented to aid deployment of femtocells by the 3GPP standards body. This 
femtocell network architecture enables a variety of femtocells from different 
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manufacturers to work in the networks of different operators. This chapter will also 
provide the foundation for femtocell interference analysis in LTE with novel algorithms 
as solutions in mitigating interference in cognitive based LTE femtocells presented in 
the proceeding Chapters. The contribution of this chapter is the significance of LTE as 
a platform for femtocell deployment and the need for development of mitigation 
algorithms for the inherent interference. 
 Chapter 4 
In chapter 4, a novel coverage radius based downlink power control scheme to mitigate 
interference in densely deployed femtocells is proposed. This schemes operates with a 
FAP self-update algorithm determines the coverage radius of the femtocell with respect 
to its farthest served FUE. Based on varying coverage radius, a max/min function is 
used to adjust the downlink transmit power value of an FAP. Furthermore, the scheme 
is applied to circumvent the problems caused by blind placement of FAPs. This chapter 
is published in [41] and [42]. The contribution of this chapter is a novel power control 
algorithm for femtocells and its efficacy in mitigating interference. 
 Chapter 5 
In chapter 5, a joint threshold power based admittance and matching policy algorithm 
based on a contention free resource allocation for interference mitigation in cognitive 
femtocells. In this scheme, a FAP calculates the mutual interference between itself and 
a close by MUE and admits the closest MUEs as one of its UEs to mitigate cross tier 
interference. Further scheme employs a scheduling engine which engages a matching 
policy that orthogonally assigns the resource blocks (RBs) of MUEs resulting into 
significantly reduced co-tier interference. The contribution of this chapter is a hybrid 
algorithm for Interference Mitigation in Cognitive Femtocells. 
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 Chapter 6 
Chapter 6 proposes a scheduling algorithm known as service associated (SA) where CFs 
assign the RBs of MUEs with a low data traffic load which experience a low 
interference temperature to its FUEs based on the interweave concept in spectrum 
sensing. This is based on the realistic premise that MUEs transmit with different traffic 
loads and it is highly likely for its assigned resource units or resource blocks (RBs) 
being either empty or with a low interference. The contribution of this chapter is a 
service associated (SA) scheduling algorithm for cognitive femtocells. 
 Chapter 7 
In chapter 7, the conclusions are drawn with Lessons Learnt provided. Open issues and 
future work is also discussed. The contributions of this chapter are the guidelines for 
future research. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Interference mitigation in cognitive radio based 
femtocells: an overview 
 
2.1 Femtocells – typical interference mitigation techniques 
Interference management can be classified under ways of avoiding, cancelling or distributed 
(randomised) approaches [20], the typical schemes to mitigate interference are aligned towards 
spectrum access/frequency assignment, power control and antenna schemes. Joint schemes 
consist of a combination of two or more schemes. A brief overview of mentioned schemes is 
given in the following sections. 
 
2.1.1  Spectrum Access / Frequency Assignment Schemes 
Spectrum access schemes require methods where a FAP assigns its UE a spectrum with limited 
or no interference with neighbouring FAPs, FUEs, MUEs or the MBS [43]-[53]. The choice 
between a dedicated or co-channel deployment is implemented with considerations such as the 
amount of spectrum available and density of femtocells in a specified region. Hybrid spectrum 
access schemes combine both deployment modes where the spectrum is split into the two 
access modes with priority given to the MBS.  
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In a hybrid scheme for example, a portion of the spectrum is assigned for a dedicated channel 
mode specific to the MBS and its MUEs, whereas the remaining spectrum is accessed in co-
channel fashion both by MBS, FAPs and their UEs [43]. Figure 2.1 illustrates an example of 
such an implementation with inner and outer regions denoting areas of dedicated and co-
channel deployments respectively. As shown in Figure 2.1, FAP1 overlaps in both inner and 
outer regions. This means FUEs falling into the region of intersection will have to access the 
spectrum based on that mode, whereas FAP2 and its UEs on the other hand access the spectrum 
only in a co-channel mode. The problem with hybrid schemes such as this is that it requires the 
FAP to ascertain which region it falls into which introduces additional computation and 
complexity.   
 
 
Figure 2.1: Interference Mitigation - Hybrid Spectrum Allocation. 
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Frequency assignment schemes mitigate interference by exploiting the knowledge of the 
resources as well as the direct coordination between FAPs and MBS. These schemes thus 
prevent the use of Resource Blocks (RBs) of neighbouring FAPs and MBS such as in LTE 
systems [19].  
 
2.1.2  Power Control (PC) Schemes 
The radiated power transmitted by FAPs comprises of the FAPs pilot power, which determines 
the cell coverage area and traffic power (consists of the signalling and data) [54]. The effect of 
interference on other FAPs and the macrocell is dependent on these two power levels. A high 
pilot power will result into a large cell coverage area, which consequently has higher chances 
of causing interference. There is a need to optimize the transmit power in femtocells to avoid 
interference while maintaining certain Quality of Service (QoS). 
 
Figure 2.2: Interference Mitigation - Power Control 
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other (solid circles in Figure 2.2). In this scenario, FAP1 employs a power control mechanism 
which reduces its pilot power, i.e. coverage area (dotted region in Figure 2.2) thus preventing 
co-tier interference to FUE2 and FAP2 and cross-tier interference with the MUE. Power control 
however is not only restricted to the FAPs as UEs can also optimise their power levels or assist 
their FAPs to reduce interference to neighbouring FAPs and other UEs. Some of the typical 
power control schemes employed by femtocells are described in [54]-[70]. 
2.1.3 Antenna Schemes 
Beam directivity of the antennas, both in FAP and FUEs, can be exploited to avoid interference 
in femtocell networks [71]-[78]. Typical antenna schemes are implemented which allow the 
FAP to direct their beams to specific UEs while creating a null in other zones, thus cancelling 
the interference to a greater extent. The scenario represented earlier in Figure 2.2 is replicated 
in Figure 2.3 to highlight how antenna schemes can generally be used to mitigate interference 
in femtocells. 
 
Figure 2.3: Interference Mitigation - Antenna Schemes 
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To sum up, the problems associated with mitigating interference in femtocells are largely 
dependent on its tiered architecture and random deployment where there is no central 
coordination between its neighbouring femtocells and the macrocell network. Importantly, 
information about the radio environment, such as characteristics of all the interfering signals, if 
known, can be controlled to help mitigate interference in femtocells. An ideal femtocell 
interference mitigation technique is the one which is aware of the interfering signals and takes 
into consideration the best deployment criteria to suit subscribers’ needs while efficiently 
utilising the network operators’ resources. One example is the use of a co-channel deployment 
in a scarce spectrum environment and the use of CSG for subscribers who consider security a 
priority. 
 
2.2 Cognitive Interference Mitigation schemes overview 
Figure 2.4 provides an overview of the cognitive interference mitigation schemes discussed in 
this section. Presented schemes are classified based on their functionality and conferred in 
greater detail before salient features offered by each scheme are highlighted. 
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Figure 2.4: Cognitive Interference Mitigation Schemes. 
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acquisition of the necessary control information to mitigate interference. As a first rule, the 
MBS and MUEs are given top transmission priorities in what is known as forbidden radius 
which is the area of an active MUE or a MBS. FAPs within the range of this forbidden radius 
are restricted to transmit. In the second rule, FAPs and FUEs are tasked with controlling their 
transmit power such that the interference received at the MBS or MUE does not exceed a set 
value. A MUE assisted power control scheme is adopted in [80] where MUE measures the 
received power from its serving MBS and forwards the information to all FAPs in its vicinity. 
Each FAP subsequently calculates its path loss from the MUE utilising CR to optimize its 
power level to avoid interference with the MUE. 
 
2.2.1.2 Centralised Power Control 
As mentioned earlier, FAPs can be deployed in an open, closed and hybrid access which 
largely depend on the subscriber’s choice. A novel approach with the ability of FAPs to switch 
between these access modes based on cognitive sensing and power control is presented in [81]. 
This self-configurability approach requires each FAP to sense the radio environment and 
identify white spaces or slots with less interference. For each slot identified, a SINR threshold 
is set based on channel conditions and a power control algorithm updates the transmit power to 
define its coverage range.  
This predefined SINR threshold determines the change in access mode. For example, if a 
received SINR for a particular slot is less than this threshold it means it can accommodate 
unregistered UEs in its vicinity and therefore switches to open/hybrid access as long as it does 
not affect the FUEs being served by the FAP otherwise it switches to a closed/hybrid access to 
limit the UEs. This scheme highlights the dynamic capabilities of the femtocell. However, in 
reality, most subscribers would prefer a single CSG mode as added security becomes a factor in 
open or hybrid modes. Moreover, femtocells are paid for by the subscribers who would not 
want to share resources with unknown users. 
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A power control scheme using Q-learning which enables FAPs to allocate power optimally in a 
cognitive underlay approach is proposed in [82] to mitigate cross-tier interference in the 
downlink. A FAP carries out a distributed learning technique by sensing the radio environment 
to observe its state and takes an action to determine its consequences which can be assessed as 
a reward (low interference and high MUE capacity) or penalty (high interference and low MUE 
capacity). By repeating this process, it analyses the entire radio environment and is able to find 
an optimal power allocation policy to mitigate interference while maintaining MUE capacity. 
The problem with this scheme is that by trying to determine a suitable policy to mitigate 
interference, it accumulates a lot of signalling overhead which also leads to delay.  
Another power control scheme utilizing communication in the uplink (UL) and composed of 
three phases (channel sensing, channel training and data transmission) is described in [83]. 
During channel/spectrum sensing, a FAP senses the radio environment by employing any of the 
well known techniques to find unoccupied spectrum. A hypothesis test is conducted to make a 
decision as to whether a spectrum is occupied (MUE(s) present) or Null (absent). The channel 
coefficient between the FAP and the FUE is estimated in channel training by the FUE sending a 
signal known as training signal to its FAP. The cognitive FAP thus optimises the rate at which 
power is transmitted by allowing its FUE transmit at a reduced or maximum power when a 
MUE is present or absent respectively to avoid interference during data transmission.  
 
The technique proposed in [84] is based on the overlay approach where each FAP in the 
network periodically senses and deduces the macrocell path loss denoted as PLM, between 
itself and the MBS. Spectrum sensing in this case is divided into two stages, the uplink and 
downlink sensing. In the uplink stage, FAP deduces the PLM of MUE by measuring a 
parameter such as Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP). In downlink sensing, based on 
the PLM, the spectrum sensing threshold denoted as γ is calculated. Using this information, a 
FAP is able to identify a channel as unoccupied if the received signal power, denoted as PMC, 
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on that channel does not exceed γ. On each sensed channel, FAP is able to allocate a lagrangian 
based transmit power function on its FUE for data transmission to mitigate interference.  
In a nutshell, most power control schemes utilize an adaptive power control mode where the 
pilot power levels of an FAP is controlled effectively not only to mitigate interference but to 
reduce the need for handover of close by UEs in open access mode. Although UEs can also 
employ power control techniques, distributed power control schemes assisted by UEs of a FAP 
or MBS may have a detrimental effect on the UEs as it increases their overhead which may 
result to increased battery drain. On the other hand, a centralised power control scheme will 
require a continuous update of the information about all its UEs in real time which makes it 
computationally complex. In our opinion, since most UEs are mobile devices it is better to 
leave the optimisation of power to FAPs and MBS (centralised) who have a dedicated power 
supply and make the computation of the algorithms less complex. 
2.2.2  Cognitive Interference Mitigation - Spectrum Access 
Most spectrum allocation schemes involve the MUE as the PU and the cognitive FAP and its 
FUE as SUs. This paradigm differentiates and defines how spectrum is allocated in a co-
channel mode with top priorities to the MBS and MUEs. Cognitive spectrum access schemes 
are largely based on the opportunities that exist in various domains such as frequency and time. 
In the following subsections, the spectrum access schemes are grouped based on these 
opportunities as well as how they are implemented (distributed/centralised) and how the 
channels are sensed (individual/group sensing). 
 
2.2.1.1 Frequency based 
 
Unlike the conventional PU and SU analogy, a scheme which recognises a femtocell in the 
same regard as macrocell is proposed in [85] with the argument that FAPs could be densely 
populated with large amount of data and traffic requiring high priorities like MBS. The scheme 
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employed in LTE-A Macro-Femto Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) 
systems utilizes the concept of cross cognition and graph colouring to mitigate cross tier and 
co-tier interference respectively. In cross cognition, all the parties perform cognition in the 
system (FAPs FUEs, MBSs and MUEs) and the spectrum is divided into licensed and 
unlicensed parts with the MBSs and FAPs having access to both parts. FUEs and MUEs utilize 
the licensed spectrum offered by the corresponding serving FAP and MBS but opportunistically 
utilize the unlicensed spectrum when the licensed spectrum is exhausted. 
A scheme to reduce the macro uplink interference (interference from a MUE to a FAP) in 
heterogeneous networks combining channel sensing and resource scheduling is proposed in 
[86]. FAPs sense channel occupation by analysing the energy in the sub-channels and 
subsequently assign those with the lowest interference to its users. The scheme employs the 
concept of Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) where the spectrum is divided into Frequency 
Assignments (FA) comprising various sub-channels. Since the FAP cannot effectively sense the 
weak DL from the MBS, it capitalises on the strong UL transmit power of the macro user as it 
tries to reach its MBS to find out available FAs. It subsequently employs a hypothesis which 
determines the presence and absence of a macro user signal [87].  
If a macro user is present it immediately vacates the FA to protect the macro users UL and DL 
signal transmission. Under this hypothesis, the number of sub channels for each FA, false alarm 
and detection probability are deduced which helps the FAP determine a FA not occupied (idle) 
by a macro user. It identifies this FA as the operating FA and in a situation where there is no 
idle FA, identifies the one with the lowest signal energy as the operating FA. To allocate 
resources, the FAP estimates the DL interference signature of the sub channels in the operating 
FA using an algorithm and allocates it to its users for signal transmission.  
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However, a DL approach is preferred in [88] for WiMAX femtocells by capitalising on the 
downlink activity of MUEs by arguing that spectrum sensing accuracy is more achievable since 
there is more activity of MUEs in the DL and less activity in the UL as proposed in [84]. The 
scheme which utilises cyclostationary feature detection for spectrum sensing allocates 
resources to FUEs only if the activity of MUEs is not significant. 
A scheme based on the interweave paradigm with Gale-Shapely spectrum sharing (GSOIA) is 
presented in [89] where cognitive femtocells opportunistically and orthogonally assign PU 
channels based on a one-to-one matching policy to avoid interference. In GSOIA, the utility of 
each channel is calculated by each FAP and subsequently sets a back-off timer for each 
channel. A channel is deemed available for communication if an FAP detects no busy tone at 
the expiration of the timer, otherwise it abandons it and waits for the expiration of the next back 
off timer until each FAP is able to communicate on an available channel.  
 
To limit the downlink cross tier interference of a FAP to a nearby MUE, a novel spectrum 
access scheme is proposed in [90]. In this scheme an MUE joins a nearby open access FAP 
while freeing up its allocated sub-channel. A FAP capitalises and takes control of this available 
sub-channel from the MBS while adding the MUE on the list of its UEs. Utilizing CR, the FAP 
assigns its FUEs and the MUE sub-channels from its list of available spectrum including the 
freed up channel. Although open access schemes appear to conveniently tackle cross tier 
interference, some issues need to be addressed such as the criteria for joining a FAP. Such a 
choice is suggested for an FAP with the strongest interference which although is feasible in 
standalone FAPs, will prove to be difficult in a highly populated FAP scenario. This is because 
close-by MUEs will opt for the same FAP while ignoring other FAPs which prompt for 
coordination between FAPs in closed access. 
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A cognitive empowered FUE method is proposed in [91] to assist the FAP in allocating 
resources. FAP continuously senses the radio environment for available spectrum in what is 
regarded as the proactive sensing phase. It shares the channel statistics with each of its FUEs 
who in turn perform a stand-alone spectrum sensing to verify if the sub-channel are actually 
‘available’. This is because the ‘available’ sub-channel may have been concurrently sensed 
with a neighbouring FAP who might have occupied it. The FUE subsequently sends an 
acknowledgement (ACK) message to its FAP to confirm if the sub-channel is still available or 
otherwise to enable the FAP update its list of available sub-channels. This serves as a measure 
to tackle co-tier interference. By exploiting the delivered and undelivered packets through the 
Automatic Repeat request (ARQ) feedback between MBS and MUE, a cognitive FAP is able to 
mitigate interference as proposed in [92]. A FAP senses the initial DL transmission to decode 
information about the (re)reception and (re)transmission sub-channels. In the event of an 
unsuccessful packet the FAP capitalises on the time between retransmissions to communicate 
with its FUE thereby avoiding interference. 
Cognitive Radio Resource Management (CRRM) and a Strategic Game-based Radio Resource 
Management (SGRRM) are combined in [31] to manage cross-tier and co-tier interference 
respectively. In CRRM, each FAP cognitively senses the spectrum periodically to identify 
which RBs are unoccupied. A FAP senses the received interference power for each of the RBs 
in a frame and compares it against a threshold thereby identifying a RB as occupied if it 
exceeds this threshold and vice versa. Resultantly, the RBs found unoccupied are assigned to 
the UEs.  SGRRM is developed to avoid co-tier interference due to the selfish nature of FAPs 
as they view the same resources as unoccupied after cognition and try to assign their UEs to the 
available spectrum. In SGRRM, overlapped (collocated) FAPs coordinate to autonomously 
ascertain the total number of RBs that is available and randomise its use to avoid co-tier 
interference.  
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2.2.1.2 Time based 
The exploitation of available bands in Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) 
networks can also be used for efficient spectrum access as proposed in [93]. To mitigate 
interference, it requires FAPs and FUEs to sense a spectrum based on per-time slots rather than 
the conventional method of continuous sensing of all the available bands. This scheme is based 
on the possibility of analysing the channels of GSM bands in consecutive frames using per-
time-slots of a common sequence number. First, each FUE carries out a fast stand-alone 
cognitive sensing. It uses the current status of the bands where FUE senses an individual 
spectrum and identifies idle slots for transmission as illustrated in Figure 2.5. An FUE performs 
a fast sensing for a time Ts which is a fraction of the time slot Tslot.. A request message is then 
sent to the FAP if any idle slot is identified and FAP assigns one or more channels to a FUE for 
transmission from the available time slots.   
 
Figure 2.5: Interference mitigation on per-time slot basis 
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each FAP analyses its radio environment as well as the activity of other FAPs and capitalises 
on the uplink (UL) communication between a MUE and the MBS (Time Division Duplex 
mode) to measure the level of interference it has on a MUE. This information is shared between 
the femtocell nodes through the signalling channel and a dynamic spectrum allocation method 
is implemented to mitigate interference with the macrocell. 
 
2.2.1.3 Joint frequency and time based 
A cognitive spectrum selection scheme for LTE-A femtocells based on a distributed carrier 
selection process is presented in [95]. This scheme employs carrier aggregation in LTE-A 
systems where spectrum is made available by combining component carriers (CC) on to the 
physical layer allowing UE to be assigned single or multiple CCs for transmission. To mitigate 
interference, each FAP must transmit on a different CC and select an anchor CC known as 
Primary CC (PCC) which acts as a control for the other CCs as illustrated in Figure 2.6. To 
select a PCC, a FAP senses its environment and randomly picks a CC if no other FAPs are on 
site. In a situation where other FAPs are detected, it analyses which CCs are occupied by its 
neighbours and then chooses the farthest CC as its PCC. A secondary CC (SCC) selection is 
conducted if a PCC fails to satisfy the requirements of a FUE by cognitively measuring the path 
loss between FUE and neighbouring FAPs.  
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Figure 2.6: Distributed Carrier Selection Process - PCC and SCC. 
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(Figure 2.7, Table 2.1). A UE is considered to be safe if it is free from a FAP or MBS 
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coverage radius of FAP2 and FAP3 making it a victim of both FAPs. On the other hand, it is 
safe from FAP1 since it is not in its coverage radius as highlighted in Table 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.7: Interference Mitigation Scenario to illustrate Safe / Victim UE 
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Table 2.1: Classification of Safe/Victim UE  
MUE/FUE Safe / Victim 
MBS FAP1 FAP2 FAP3 
MUE1 Safe Victim Safe Safe 
MUE2 Safe Safe Victim Victim 
MUE3 Safe Safe Safe Safe 
FUE1 Victim Safe Safe Safe 
FUE2 Victim Safe Safe Victim 
FUE3 Victim Safe Safe Safe 
 
Four different spectrum access schemes, Slotted Aloha, Opportunistic Aloha, Distance Sense 
Multiple Access (DSMA) and Opportunistic DSMA are proposed in [97]. In Slotted Aloha, 
each FAP can only access a random subset of the spectrum sub-channels with equal 
probability, if it gets a head in a coin toss thereby preventing co-tier interference. In 
opportunistic Aloha a predefined threshold is set and a FAP is only allocated a sub-channel if 
its channel gain exceeds threshold. In DSMA, each FAP creates a guard zone which is given a 
radius to protect itself from interference. It notifies interferers of its guard zone by generating 
and exchanging real numbers between (0, 1) with the smallest number identifying its location. 
Lastly, Opportunistic DSMA combines Opportunistic Aloha and DSMA, the FAP with the 
highest gain in the guard zone is given preference in this scheme. A cognitive hybrid division 
duplex (CHDD) suitable for heterogeneous networks is proposed in [98] where both frequency 
division duplex (FDD) and time division duplex (TDD) are simultaneously performed by 
cognitive femtocells underlaid in the macrocell. In this scheme, FDD is implemented at the 
macrocell tier to prevent cross tier interference whereas TDD is implemented at the femtocell 
tier to prevent co-tier interference.  
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2.2.1.4 Centralised/Decentralised Schemes 
 
A group of CFs can form a CFN based on some criteria such as location to enhance the sensing 
capabilities and share channel conditions to effectively mitigate interference. Group sensing in 
CFNs greatly improves the capabilities of sensing and the power levels of each node can be 
maintained or reduced accordingly based on the shared information. A scheme built around this 
concept can be implemented in a centralised or decentralised approach to assign spectrum in a 
CFN [99]. However, coordination on information gathering and spectrum allocation besides 
specification of the roles of each sensing node is a major issue in these schemes.  
A game theory approach presented in [100] makes use of correlated equilibrium policy [101] to 
mitigate co-tier interference among cognitive FAPs for the downlink OFDMA LTE networks. 
Correlated equilibrium is used in preference to the traditional Nash equilibrium policy as it is a 
decentralised and adaptive algorithm which allows the agents to directly coordinate their 
strategies achieving better performance. In this case, the decision to allocate spectrum is 
assisted by the global and local FAP utility functions. The global utility function is an analysis 
of the entire network and provides fairness by giving spectrum access priority to all FAPs and it 
is dependent on factors such as the demand levels of each FAP. On the other hand, the local 
FAP utility function is dependent on each FAP to make the relevant decision to maximise its 
estimate of the global utility function.  
The Logit Equilibrium (LE) which is another decentralised scheme presented in [102] where 
FAPs experiment all the available options after a distributed learning algorithm to mitigate 
interference. The interference scheme which incorporates game and learning theory with a 
stochastic approximation relies on sensing of the SINR of MUEs acquired through 
communication with its serving MBS. FAP utilises the constant SINR information to 
dynamically configure the probability distribution of the spectrum which includes information 
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about the spectrum and transmit power. Interference is mitigated by guaranteeing a minimum 
time-average SINR for the MUEs in the network at the equilibrium.  
An adaptive spectrum access scheme is proposed in [103] which involve a central FAP with a 
two-fold CR management. The two-fold management comprises the Cognitive Manager for 
Spectrum Management (CM-SM) which is tasked with providing the spectrum opportunities by 
sensing the radio environment and accessing all the necessary information such as geo-location 
databases, whereas Cognitive Manager for Resource Management (CM-RM) manages the 
allocation of spectrum to all FUEs. The combination of the two processes provides the 
information for active channels (used by MUEs), operating channels (used by the allocated 
FUEs) and the reserve channels which are the channels that are reserved for FUEs to relocate in 
case PU returns. In this scheme, the FUE also have CR capabilities which make it possible for 
them to report to the FAP for any interference. Upon receiving feedback from FUEs, the FAPs 
also request for interference measurements from neighbouring FAPs and subsequently tabulates 
two tables, A and B, based on all the statistics with table A containing a list of interference free 
resources and B containing resources that are restricted or shared. The level of allowable 
transmit power for resources in both tables varies with table A allowed a maximum transmit 
power and table B a dedicated transmit power. Accordingly based on this information, FAP 
allocates resources for FUEs to avoid interference. 
A sensing and scheduling information based scheme to avoid cross tier interference, both UL 
/DL, for OFDMA femtocell and macrocell wireless networks is introduced in [104]. It 
encompasses a FAP which assigns RBs to its FUEs that are not in use by a MUE or in a 
spectrum reuse approach the RBs of far-away MUEs to avoid the interference of closely 
located MUEs. To accomplish this, a FAP obtains the scheduling information of MUEs from 
the MBS using two methods: the first method includes the backhaul connection and the second 
method involves the air interface. The second approach which makes use of air interface 
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implies the FAP connecting to the MBS as a MUE and retrieving the information. The FAP 
then senses the spectrum to find the occupied RBs of nearby MUE through methods such as 
energy detection and compares it with the received scheduling algorithm and assigns a RB to 
an FUE from the available opportunities (Figure 2.8).  
 
Figure 2.8: Spectrum Reuse- FAP assigns RBs of a far-away MUE to FUE. 
2.2.1.5 Individual vs Group Channel Sensing 
Some schemes prefer individual channel sensing compared to group channel sensing. A FAP 
retrieves the SINR and received power of each individual channel of the spectrum utilizing the 
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able to calculate the level of interference but also the style of interference [105]. In such a 
scheme, each femtocell is classified into three categories of channels: 
 
a) MUE occupied channels (Mc) – MUEs the source of interference to FAPs and FUEs 
b) FAP interfered channels (Fc) – FAPs the source of interference to neighbouring FAPs  
and FUEs 
c) Qualified Channels (Qc)  – Channels that are free from both FAP and MUE  
Interference 
Both co-tier and cross-tier interference can be mitigated by using mentioned channel 
classification. To mitigate cross tier interference, FUEs are allocated orthogonal resources with 
Mc while an algorithm which consists of a predefined threshold, γ, with SINR ≥ γ = Qc or 
SINR < γ = Fc to distinguish Qc from Fc is implemented to mitigate co-tier interference. 
Individual spectrum sensing can decrease the probability of false detection but it introduces 
sensing overhead and the idea of group of FAPs sensing an individual channel concurrently 
may degrade the whole process of sensing.  Co-operative sensing performed over the entire 
range of available channels help to improve probability of misdetection and solve hidden node 
problem. A hybrid channel sensing is proposed in [106] where cooperative sensing of the 
available channels is conducted by all the cognitive femtocells to mitigate cross and co-tier 
interference.  
Most spectrum access schemes are based on the analogy of two-tier system, where the MUE is 
considered as PU and cognitive FAP and its FUEs are considered as SUs. Spectrum access in 
Cognitive enabled femtocells is not only restricted to licensed resources but spectrum in TV 
white spaces (TVWS) can also be utilised. Spectrum access schemes mostly employ channel 
sensing and since spectrum access approaches could also be either centralised or distributed, a 
distributed spectrum access approach which requires no or little coordination is more feasible 
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due to the fact that FAPs are usually randomly and densely deployed. Since there is more 
MUEs activity in the downlink, spectrum access schemes which involve spectrum sensing in 
the downlink are more promising compared to the uplink schemes. An ideal cognitive spectrum 
access scheme is the one which overlays, underlays, or interweaves its signal into the licensed 
spectrum undetected without causing any harm to PU or satisfying all the PU constraints. 
 
2.2.3  Cognitive Interference Mitigation – Antenna Schemes 
The CR-enabled antenna schemes are sub-divided in single vs multi-element antenna schemes 
and adaptive beam-forming vs adaptive pattern switching schemes as described below. 
2.2.3.1 Single-element vs Multi-element 
A low cost multi-element antenna and UE assisted cognition has been employed in [107] to 
optimise coverage and to mitigate interference. In this scheme, FUEs are employed to sense 
and retrieve pilot power signals from the MBS and report to their serving FAP at places 
described as ‘crucial places’ (CP), where power leaks are prone to occur such as windows and 
doors. This involves a subscriber walking around CPs and sending signals to its FAP by 
pressing a specific button on their device which has guided operator software. The sensed 
information is processed using the conventional Direction of Arrival (DoA) estimation 
algorithm on a 6-element antenna which adjusts the antenna gains; this method thus optimizes 
the coverage area of the FAP thereby mitigating interference. However, the problem with this 
scheme is that it would require special and compatible software installed on each handset. Also, 
FAPs are required to accommodate multi-antenna elements for all antenna patterns and this is 
difficult as FAPs are size constrained.  
To tackle the problem of a multi-antenna system, cognitive FAPs equipped with omni-
directional antennas form a network known as Smart Cognitive-Femto Network (SCFN) [108].  
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In this scheme, the cooperation of a group of cognitive FAPs who operate like a BS with 
multiple antennas dispersed in a large network is exploited. Although each of the cognitive 
FAPs is equipped with omni-directional antennas, the SCFN acts like a multi-antenna network 
system. Each FAP can sense the environment to mitigate interference by directing the main 
beam only towards a desired FUE and creating a null towards others that may be causing 
interference (Figure 2.9). 
 
Figure 2.9: SCFN: Interference mitigation with main beam direction. 
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2.2.3.2 Adaptive beam-forming vs Adaptive pattern-switching 
Two antenna schemes, an adaptive pattern switching and adaptive beam-forming antennas, are 
designed and independently employed in [109] for cognitive LTE femtocells to exploit the 
available white spaces in TV White Space (TVWS). In the adaptive pattern switching, 4 patch 
antennas in a single FAP is proposed with each element at an angle of 0º, 90º, 180º and 270º 
respectively. The FAP measures the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) and the uplink 
Sounding Reference Signal (SRS) which is a parameter to analyse the quality of the uplink 
channel in what is known as the training process. One or more of the elements in the antenna 
can be switched ON or OFF based on this information to a specific target to mitigate 
interference. The adaptive beam-forming antenna scheme is similar to the adaptive pattern 
switching with an antenna array consisting of four elements in each FAP, whereas the 
difference lies in the fact that it is able to perform the Eigen-based beam-forming introduced in 
[106]. 
2.2.4 Cognitive Interference Mitigation – Joint Schemes 
Joint or hybrid schemes introduce the combination of two more schemes with the aim of 
complementing and improving the overall performance of a single scheme. Some hybrid 
schemes are presented in this section. 
A Joint power control and cognitive spectrum access is proposed in [39] to mitigate the 
downlink cross tier interference. The scheme comprises of FAPs with cognitive capabilities 
(CFBS) in cognitive femtocell network architecture. However, in this scheme, cognition is not 
restricted only to the CFBS, but with the femtocell and macrocell Ues having cognitive abilities 
too, accordingly known as cognitive femtocell users (CFUs) and cognitive macrocell users 
(CoMUs) respectively. The common macrocell users (CMUs) are defined to represent 
macrocell users with no cognitive capabilities. The CFBS which are randomly deployed in the 
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MBS periodically senses the radio environment within its defined range known as cognition 
range (although it may increase its transmission power to exceed this range) to gather statistics 
such as SINR, unoccupied spectrum bands and mobility information from all the cognitive 
users in the environment.  
To mitigate downlink interference in the network, based on the received statistics, the CFBS 
controls its power or enhances its coverage area for nearby CoMUs and CMUs. In this case it 
lowers its transmission power to avoid its interference to a closely located CMU, whereas for 
the CoMUs it may apply either of the two. For instance, it will increase its cognition area to 
provide coverage for CoMUs whose SINR fall below a defined threshold or reduce its power to 
avoid interference on a CoMU with a high SINR from its serving MBS. 
A novel spectrum allocation scheme to mitigate interference in LTE femtocell networks is 
proposed in [110] which involves the sensing of available unlicensed TVWS. In this scheme, 
all MUEs in the network sense the transmission power of nearby femtocells and compare it 
with a predefined threshold and tabulate 2 lists: 
 
a. Interfering Femtocell List – FAPs with transmission power above threshold 
b. Non-Interfering Femtocell List – FAPs with transmission power below threshold  
 
The interfering femtocell list is sent back to the MBS and based on this feedback it allocates 
RBs and TVWS to MUEs and FAPs respectively in the non-interfering and interfering 
femtocell lists respectively.  
 
Another similar scheme called Fractional Frequency Donation (FFD) mitigates cross-tier 
interference in co-channel deployment by utilising TVWS and cellular bands [111]. In this 
scheme, each FAP with a good throughput is required to donate bands to poor ones and this is 
achieved by the FAP first finding suitable donors and subsequently bands to donate. To find a 
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suitable donor a FAP measures a FUE’s noise power plus interference power and estimates its 
average channel gain. After spectrum sensing, a band is regarded as a polluted or polluting if 
the donor FAP receives strong interference from, or if it causes strong interference to other 
frequency bands respectively. As a result, FAP donors perform what is known as Selfish 
Frequency Access (SFA) without utilising the polluted or polluting bands. Poor FAPs mitigate 
cross tier interference by allocating more power on the donor bands and less on the un-donated 
bands. 
A power control algorithm which merges the concept of DSA with Fractional Power Control 
(FPC) is described in [112]. FPC is used to define the SNR targets of both cell centre and edge 
users based on a Game-based Resource Allocation in Cognitive Environments (GRACE). 
GRACE is a fully distributed algorithm which evaluates a marginal utility function that trades 
off capacity and outgoing interference between CFs and neighbouring CFs and macrocells 
respectively. Importantly, cell centre and cell edge are terms used to describe the proximity of a 
UE to its serving BS. Cell centre users experience a better SNR as they are well within the 
coverage range of the BS whereas cell edge users are prone to poor SNR due to their increased 
distance from the serving BS. FPC allows the transmission of high data rate of both cell centre 
and edge users by allocating power to each channel defining the transmission power and path 
loss, L, in dB. The path loss in UL is specific for user equipments (Ues) but FPC capitalises on 
the advantages of keeping a constant power spectral density in DL which includes an efficient 
spectrum sensing by other CFs. It achieves this by setting the DL path loss, L, to its highest 
among all the Ues served by the FAP which subsequently provides enough transmit power even 
to the weakest link. 
In GRACE, which performs a cognitive cycle of sensing, analysis, decision and action, a CF 
makes decisions to update its channel allocation so as to coordinate the inter-cell interference 
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without a need for inter-cell communication. Figure 2.10 illustrates functioning of FPC scheme 
with cell centre user FUE1 and cell edge users FUE2 and FUE3 respectively. 
 
Figure 2.10: Interference mitigation through FPC 
A cognitive spectrum reuse and power allocation scheme for 3G femtocells is introduced in 
[113] where a FAP recognizes the interference signature from its environment and avoids 
interference in the network by cognitively allocating spectrum to its UE with emphasis on 
reusing the spectrum in a proper way. In this scheme, FAP periodically senses the network 
environment to retrieve the interference signatures of its neighbours. Upon acquiring the 
interference signatures, an opportunistic channel scheduler is invoked which allocates the best 
spectrum for reuse, where the best spectrum in this context is the spectrum which causes the 
lowest interference. The FAP then allocates power to FUE to reuse the spectrum only if the 
spectrum is found to satisfy Quality of Service (QoS), otherwise a handoff is triggered to 
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allocate another spectrum. The same scheme is further studied in [114] and proposed with some 
improvements to mitigate uplink interference in 4G cellular femtocells. 
 
A channel assignment and power allocation scheme is proposed in [115] for cognitive LTE-
femtocell network to minimize downlink co-tier and cross-tier interference. Cognitive 
femtocells utilise available licensed spectrum of the macrocell network as well as TV broadcast 
systems and avoid co-tier interference based on some safety distance achieved through 
clustering. Neighbouring femtocells are grouped into Physical Clusters (PCs) based on their 
physical location and the number of available finite channel so that each femtocell in the cluster 
uses a different channel to avoid interfering with each other. Femtocells in different PCs but 
sharing same channel are grouped in Virtual Clusters (VCs). A spatial correlation however is 
defined to avoid the interference that may occur between two PCs which are closely located. A 
downlink subcarrier and power allocation scheme is implemented to reduce the imminent 
aggregate interference due on the subcarriers. In line with the scheme presented in [90], an 
uplink subcarrier and power allocation scheme which uses disruptive solutions against optimal 
solutions is implemented for OFDMA femtocells in [116] to help mitigate interference.   
 
2.3  Cognitive interference mitigation vs conventional interference 
mitigation 
 
The effect of CR on conventional interference mitigation schemes cannot be overemphasized as 
it offers the advantages of CR with regards to spectrum management in a coordinated and 
interference void manner. The cognitive femtocells have the capability to operate as normal 
femtocell as well but can also use opportunistic spectrum access when a user requires higher 
QoS for certain services. As mentioned earlier, one of the ways to mitigate interference in a 
two-tier network will be in a dedicated manner where each UE is assigned a dedicated 
spectrum but that introduces a trade-off between interference and available spectrum, thus co-
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channel is preferred at the detriment of interference. However, CR enabled femtocells in a two-
tier network are able to opportunistically allocate both licensed and unlicensed spectrum bands 
to UEs unlike the conventional schemes which are restricted to licensed band only. The random 
user deployment of FAPs is also a major problem as coordination between FAPs and MBSs is 
required to mitigate interference. Conventional or traditional schemes in most cases employ a 
direct coordination between FAPs and MBS through the backhaul which introduces overhead 
and delay.  
The self-optimization capabilities of cognitive enabled FAPs and FUEs allow the radio 
environment to be sensed in a distributed manner to retrieve operating parameters in order to 
mitigate interference. The operating parameters retrieved are specific to the radio technology 
but offers a wide range of options to include transmit power, channel statistics (channel gain 
and path loss), available spectrum (white spaces), SINR, RSSI, SRS, noise, etc. By continuous 
sensing of the parameters, current as well as future intentions of interfering sources can be 
deduced, and in our opinion thus CR brings improved interference mitigation over the 
conventional schemes as illustrated in Figure 2.11. Highlights of the pros and cons of cognitive 
interference mitigation schemes are listed in Table 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.11: CR enabled interference mitigation 
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Table 2.2: Pros and Cons of Cognitive Interference mitigation schemes 
Scheme Pros Cons 
 
 
Power Control  
 Power can be optimised in an adaptive manner to mitigate 
interference 
 Flexible power control reduces the need for handover in 
open access as it restricts its coverage area 
 UE assisted power optimisation schemes introduce signalling 
overhead which results in battery drain 
 Power control schemes based on the pilot power of a FAP 
which determines its coverage area becomes less significant 
if a FUE is located close to a neighbouring FAP 
 
 
 
Spectrum 
Access 
 
 Distributed access to spectrum with more spectrum 
opportunities for femtocells 
 Access to licensed systems not restricted to MBS but also 
TVWS 
 Universal frequency reuse can be achieved in co-channel 
deployment 
 
 
 Spectrum inefficiently utilised in dedicated channel 
deployment. 
 Added security concern introduced in open/hybrid access 
modes 
 MUE is given more priority over FUE even when FUE incurs 
more voice and data traffic 
 
 
Antenna 
 FAP targets a specific FUE while creating a null towards 
other users 
 Complex beam-forming schemes can be replaced with 
antenna switching systems which reduce signalling 
overhead 
 Multi antenna elements may be required to accommodate 
antenna patterns in a FAP which is size constrained 
 Diversified-antenna elements incur costs which will increase 
the unit price of a FAP 
Joint/Hybrid  Combines the advantages of two or more schemes  Introduces complexity and signalling overhead 
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2.4  Cost of using CR in Femtocells 
 
Most of the cognitive interference mitigation schemes are aligned towards spectrum access 
compared to other schemes. One of the compelling factors for higher percentage of spectrum 
access schemes compared to other schemes might be the fact that unlike other schemes, such as 
antenna schemes which require provision of customised hardware and software etc., most 
spectrum access schemes do not have any such requirements and can be implemented by 
incorporation of intelligence and cognition in femtocells. Cognition can range from spectrum 
sensing, spectrum decision to spectrum mobility and importantly it may include extra overhead 
in terms of increased computations and communications. Joint or hybrid schemes introduce the 
combination of two or more schemes with the aim of complementing and improving the overall 
performance of a single scheme but still they suffer from increased coordination and signalling 
overhead. Further insight about these tradeoffs and cost of using CR in femtocells is presented  
in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3: Tradeoffs / Cost of using CR in femtocells 
Tradeoffs/ Cost Description of Tradeoffs/ Cost 
Incorporation of Cognition in 
FAPs/FUEs  
CR enabled interference mitigation schemes require some sort of cognition in FAPs/FUEs. Cognition can range from 
spectrum sensing, spectrum decision, spectrum mobility to intelligent learning techniques etc. 
Increased Communicational 
and Computational Overhead 
Cognition can incur increased communicational and computational overhead for FAPs/FUEs. FUEs may suffer from 
augmented losses such as delay and energy consumption. 
Roles Specification for 
Cognitive enabled femtocells 
Cognitive radio enabled nodes necessitate role specification such as to perform spectrum sensing, spectrum sharing, 
spectrum decision making etc. This obliges to have either a centralised or distributed coordination. 
Feedback/Information 
gathering  
Cognitive enabled femtocells stay in need of coordination on information gathering, exchange and maintenance of channel 
lists and subsequent spectrum allocation through sophisticated communication mechanisms and feedback. 
Intelligent Scheduling Cognitive FAPs need to adopt intelligent mechanisms to retrieve scheduling information of MUEs from the MBS, either 
using backhaul connection or air interface. 
Signalling overhead Information gathering and subsequent exchange require dedicated or some other signalling channels leading to signalling 
overhead. This overhead can further point to increased delays, energy consumption and loss of bandwidth etc. 
Device Customisation/Operator 
Software 
Some CR enabled interference mitigation schemes necessitate femtocells to employ customisation with the provision of 
guided operator software and hardware such as multi antenna elements etc. This will result in increased unit cost. 
Lack of Security Irrespective of the chosen deployment scenario, there will be some tradeoffs of security in retrieval and sensing processes. 
In OSG for example, Denial of Service (DoS) when unsubscribed users connect to the link between the FAP and core 
network causing an overload on the capacity of the network thereby  preventing the subscribed user access to their FAP or 
the cognitive FAP sensing accurately. 
Timing PUs can claim their frequency bands anytime while a cognitive FAP is operating on their bands. Hence, sensing methods 
should be able to identify the presence of PUs within certain duration. This requirement creates a limit on the performance 
of sensing algorithms and poses a challenge for cognitive FAPs. The sensing of parameters introduces a trade-off between 
sensing time and reliability. Sensing frequency is a design parameter that needs to be chosen carefully. 
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In the next chapter, an overview of LTE as a candidate for cellular RAT is presented to aid 
deployment of femtocells. The effect of femtocell interference in the two-tier architecture 
with a macrocell is also laid bare in form of network performance analysis. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Fundamentals of LTE femtocells  
 
In this chapter an overview of LTE is presented as a candidate for cellular radio access 
technology (RAT) to aid deployment of femtocells by the 3GPP standards body. In order to 
enable femtocells operate within a variety of networks, a standard femtocell network 
architecture is required. This architecture enables a variety of femtocells from different 
manufacturers to work in the networks of different operators. This introduction will cover the 
physical-layer details of LTE which will comprise, time slot structures and available data 
rates. This chapter will also provide the foundation for femtocell interference analysis with 
novel algorithms as solutions in mitigating interference in cognitive based LTE femtocells 
presented in the proceeding chapters. 
 
3.1 Fundamentals of LTE femtocells 
An evolutionary step in the 3GPP roadmap for future wireless cellular systems was 
introduced in 3GPP Release 8 in December 2008 with minor improvements in Release 9 and 
Release 10 [117]. 
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This release is commonly known as the Long Term Evolution (LTE) and it introduces 
enhancements to previous specifications to achieve higher throughput spectral bandwidth and 
more flexible spectrum management. The design of the LTE is heavily influenced by the 
need for high peak transmission rate (100 Mbps for DL and 50 Mbps for UL), efficiency and 
multiple channel bandwidths. To achieve these requirements, the PHY layer was modelled 
using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). LTE also implements multiple-
antenna techniques such as multiple input multiple output (MIMO) in addition to OFDM 
which can either enhance signal robustness or increase channel capacity. Both OFDM and 
MIMO are two key attributes in LTE and contribute to the major difference over 3G systems 
which are code division multiple access (CDMA) based. The advantages to using OFDM in a 
cellular system with femtocells comprises but not limited to the following:  
 Flexible use of frequency spectrum. 
 Increase in robustness to multipath and limits inter-symbol interference due to its long 
symbol time and guard interval 
 Optimization of data rates for all users in a cell by transmitting on the best (i.e. non-
faded) subcarriers for each user. 
 Increase in spectral efficiency due to orthogonality between sub-carriers. 
. The LTE specifications introduce a wide range of support for femtocells.  
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Table 3.1: 3GPP standard release functionality roadmap 
Release 99 Release 4 Release 5 Release 6 Release 7 Release8 
WCDMA  LCR TDD HSDPA HSDPA Higher-order 
modulation 
 64-QAM 
HSDPA 
 16-QAM 
HSUPA 
Home 
NodeB 
(FAP) 
 R99 radio 
bearers  
 Repeaters WB-AMR WB-
AMR 
HSDPA 
MIMO 
LTE 
 ATM 
transport 
layer 
 
Multimedia 
Messaging 
Service 
(MMS) 
IP transport 
layer 
Advanced 
receivers 
Interference 
cancellation 
(Type 3i) 
SAE 
 ROHC MMS 
enhancement 
Voice 
over IMS 
Enhanced 
FACH 
64-
QAM + 
MIMO 
ATM 
transport 
layer 
Dynamically 
reconfigurable 
receiver 
Dual-
cell 
HSDPA 
 
 
The data rates achieved by LTE are higher than those provided by most network interfaces, 
which increases the advantages of femtocells based on this release. Table 3.1 presents the 
roadmap up to Release 8 which features LTE and femtocells. In the following sections, an 
overview of the main transmission schemes of the LTE radio interface is provided. 
 
3.1.1  LTE architecture Overview 
The radio frame of LTE is defined as having a length of 10 ms as illustrated in Figure 3.1. It 
is divided equally into 10 sub-frames of duration 𝑇𝐹𝑆 = 1 𝑚𝑠 per sub-frame. Each sub-frame 
is further divided into 𝑁𝐹𝑆 = 2 slots of length 𝑇𝑆 =
𝑇𝐹𝑆
2
= 0.5 𝑚𝑠. Each sub-frame contains 
𝑁𝑠𝑦𝑚 = 6 or 𝑁𝑠𝑦𝑚 = 7 OFDM symbols on the length of the selected cyclic prefix. An 
extended cyclic prefix of 16.7 μs is allowed in LTE which might be suitable in 
accommodating delay. 
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However, in femtcoells a normal length cyclic prefix (TCP = 5.2 μs) might be enough due to 
its limited coverage area and short delay periods as compared with a MBS. More information 
about the frame structures can be found in [118]. 
 
3.1.2 LTE downlink transmission 
In LTE, the radio transmission in the downlink is Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing Access (OFDMA) and it is defined by a sub-carrier spacing of 𝛥𝑓 = 7.5 kHz 
and 𝛥𝑓 = 15 kHz for multicast and all other cases respectively. An RB in OFDMA is 
equivalent to 𝑁𝑠𝑐 = 12 adjacent SC. Therefore, the total number of SCs contained in 1 RB 
during a single time slot is 𝑁𝑠𝑐
𝑟𝑏 = 𝑁𝑠𝑐 × 𝑁𝑠𝑦𝑚 = 12.7 = 84. LTE allows between 6 and 110 
RBs based on the frequency which is between 1-20 MHz. In LTE, reference symbols (which 
are transmitted between the first and fifth OFDM symbols) are responsible for the modulation 
of certain sub-carriers in the OFDM grid. Also, the reference symbols are used for cell 
identification as well for channel sounding. LTE supports QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift 
Keying), 16QAM and 64QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) as modulation schemes. 
Therefore, the minimum usable data rate of a resource block with normal cyclic prefix occurs 
for the case of QPSK (𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑡 = 2 bits per symbol). Furthermore, LTE supports MIMO schemes 
which can accommodate up to four transmitting antennas [119].  
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Figure 3.1. Downlink resource block and sub-frame structure in downlink LTE 
 
3.1.3  LTE uplink transmission 
In LTE, the radio transmission technology in the UL is known as Single Carrier FDMA (SC-
FDMA). SC-FDMA is a modified version of OFDM with similar complexity and throughput 
performance. Thus, SC-FDMA inherits all the advantages of OFDM over well-known 
techniques such as Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and Time Division Multiple 
Access (TDMA). The main advantage of SC-FDMA is its robustness against multipath signal 
propagation, which makes it suitable for broadband systems. SC-FDMA brings additional 
benefit of low peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) compared to OFDM making it suitable 
for uplink transmission by UEs. 
Reference signals differ in the UL but are also important as it allows the implementation of 
co-herent demodulation in FAPs. Also, it provides useful insight into channel conditions. 
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Reference signals are also transmitted in LTE for the purpose of channel sounding which 
facilitates scheduling in the UL based on accurate channel knowledge. In LTE, for each 
OFDM symbol, different RBs can be allocated to UEs. Most of the PHY layer functionality 
in UL which includes but not restricted to channel coding, Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request 
(HARQ), Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) insertion, inter leaving, scrambling and data 
modulation is similar to DL.  
 
3.2  Interference modelling in LTE femtocells 
This section provides interference modelling of LTE femtocells adopted from [13] which will 
also be used in the proceeding chapters except stated otherwise. 
3.2.1  Interference in the downlink 
In downlink, where the users suffer from interference, it can be said that a certain user UEx, 
whose connected server (best server) is Ci, suffers from the interference of cell Cj, based on 
the following condition; If Ci and Cj are using the same sub-channel for DL transmission at 
the same OFDM symbol. It is important to note that UEx could be a FUE or MUE and Ci 
could be a FAP or MBS. Therefore the total interference suffered in DL by UEx at slot sloti,k,t 
is the summation of the interferences coming from all neighbouring cells Cj. 
 
𝐼𝑥,𝑘,𝑡
𝐷𝐿 = ∑ ∑ (𝑃𝑗,𝑘 ∙ 𝐺𝑗 ∙ 𝐿𝑗 ∙ 𝐿𝑝𝑗,𝑥 ∙ 𝐺𝑥 ∙ 𝐿𝑥)
𝑇−1
𝑡=0
𝑁−1
𝑗=0,𝑗≠𝑖    (3.1) 
where,  
x is the interfered UE, UEx; k is the kth sub channel and t is the tth symbol; i is the best 
server, Ci,j is an interfering cell, Cj; Pj,k is the transmit power of cell  Cj in a SC of the kth sub-
channel; Lpj,x is the channel gain or path loss (PL) between Cj and UEx; Gj and Gxs are the 
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antenna gains in Cj and UEx. Also, Lj and Lx stands for the equipment losses in cells, Cj and 
UEx. 
 
3.2.2  Interference in the uplink 
On the other hand, in UL, interference is suffered by the cells (MBS or FAPs in our scenario). 
The conditions are that if a certain cell Ci, serving user is UEx, suffers from the interference 
of another UE UEy, if UEx and UEy are using the same sub channel for UL transmission at 
same OFDM symbol. Therefore the total interference suffered in UL by cell Ci at slot sloti,k,t 
will be the summation of all the interferences emanating from all neighbouring UEs, UEy. 
 
𝐼𝑖,𝑘,𝑡
𝑈𝐿 = ∑ ∑ (𝑃𝑦,𝑘 ∙ 𝐺𝑦 ∙ 𝐿𝑦 ∙ 𝐿𝑝𝑦,𝑖 ∙ 𝐺𝑖 ∙ 𝐿𝑖)
𝑇−1
𝑡=0
𝑀−1
𝑦=1,𝑦≠𝑥    (3.2) 
where, i indicates cell suffering from interference, Ci; k is the kth sub channel and t is the tth 
symbol; x is the user being served, UEx; y is the user causing interference, UEy; Py,k is the 
applied transmit power of UEx  in a sub-carrier of the kth sub channel; Lpy,i  is the PL 
between user UEy and cell Ci; Gy and Gi stands for the antenna gains for UEy and Ci, 
respectively while Ly and Li stands for the equipment losses in UEy and Ci. Shadowing effects 
and multi-path fading should be taken into account computing Lp.  Lp can be deduced as: 
 
𝐿𝑝 = 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝐿𝑠 ∙ 𝐿𝑓𝑓        (3.3) 
Where Latt is the attenuation, Ls is the shadow fading and Lff is multi-path fading. Therefore 
the SINR of each slot, sloti,k,t  can be expressed as follows: 
𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅 =
𝐶
𝐼+𝜎
         (3.4) 
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where, C is the received power of the carrier and I the interfering signals. σ denotes the 
background noise. The received signal power C can be expressed as: 
 
𝐶𝑥,𝑘
𝐷𝐿 = 𝑃𝑖,𝑘 ∙ 𝐺𝑖 ∙ 𝐿𝑖 ∙ 𝐿𝑝𝑖,𝑥 ∙ 𝐺𝑥 ∙ 𝐿𝑥      (3.5) 
 
𝐶𝑖,𝑘
𝑢𝐿 = 𝑃𝑥,𝑘 ∙ 𝐺𝑥 ∙ 𝐿𝑥 ∙ 𝐿𝑝𝑥,𝑖 ∙ 𝐺𝑖 ∙ 𝐿𝑖       (3.6) 
The background noise, σ, on the other hand, can be deduced by: 
𝜎𝑛 = 𝑛𝑜 + 𝑛𝑓𝑒𝑞         (3.7) 
𝑛𝑜 = −174
𝑑𝐵𝑚
𝐻𝑧
∙ 10log (𝐹𝑠𝑎𝑚 ∙
𝑆𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑
𝑆𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
)     (3.8) 
where, 𝑛𝑜 is noise, and nfeq for the noise figure of the UE. Also, Fsam represents the sampling 
frequency, while SCused and SCtotal are the number of used and total sub-carriers respectively. 
Once the SINR of all slots allocated to a user are known, the effective SINR of the user is 
computed using the Mutual Information based Exponential SNR Mapping (MIESM) average 
[120]-[122]. 
 
3.3 LTE femtocell interference analysis 
In this section, a brief analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of femtocells in a two-tier 
interference scenario is provided. Consider an OFDMA system as described in section 3.1.2 
where the femtocell and macrocell are deployed in a co-channel fashion. A tri-sector MBS is 
in the centre of the network and serves the randomly distributed MUEs within its coverage 
area. Since there is more activity of MUEs in the downlink (DL) and less activity in the UL, 
the analysis is conducted on downlink interference in the system model (see section 3.2.1). 
FUEs are randomly located within the coverage area of the MBS and the number of MUEs 
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within the coverage area of the femtocells. The simulation parameters are based on 3GPP 
LTE specifications [123]. 4 FUEs are attached to each FAP. The Performance Key Indicator 
(PKI) used in the following analysis is SINR as presented in Equation 3.4. 
3.3.1 Importance of femtocells in a network 
In this analysis, the importance of using femtocells on the system network is laid bare as 
shown in Figure 3.2 and as discussed in Section 1.2. This plot is a simulation of indoor users 
when they are served by the MBS (i.e MUEs) and when the same indoor users are served by 
a FAP (i.e when the MUEs become FUEs). The results show a significant increase in SINR 
values with the average value of 22dB for UEs. The indoor MUEs with an average SINR 
value of 11dB could even suffer more depending on the conditions of the environment. 
 
Figure 3.2. Femtocell as a solution for indoor MUEs 
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3.3.2 Effect of femtocell deployment 
In Section 1.2.2, the possible access modes of femtocells were discussed to be either OSG or 
CSG. In Figure 3.3, the network simulation shows the effects of the OSG and CSG 
deployment on MUEs. In CSG, the MUEs suffer a degradation of around 8dB (SINR) as 
compared to when OSG access in incorprated. This is due to the fact that OSG allows 
admittance of MUEs (to become FUEs) contrary to CSG which inhibits admittance. 
 
Figure 3.3: Effect of Femtocell access mode on MUEs  
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3.3.3 Cross-tier Interference analysis 
The effect of femtocells on MUEs is presented in the cross-tier interference analysis plot in 
Figure 3.4. The plot reflects a scenario where MUEs suffer a degradation of around 11dB 
(SINR) in the presence of close by femtocells (with femtocells) as compared to its absence 
(without femtocell) and served by the MBS. The femtocells operate in a CSG mode and as a 
result of no admittance, the MUEs have to contend with the inherent interference as reflected. 
 
Figure 3.4: Cross-tier interference on MUEs 
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femtocells (COL femtocells). Four FUEs are attached to each FAP and the SINR values show 
that FUEs in standalone femtocells can reach average values of 29dB whereas in a collocated 
scenario, FUEs can suffer an average SINR loss of 17dB.  
 
Figure 3.5: Co-tier interference in femtocells 
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is focussed on an adaptive transmit power control for femtocells in order to reduce power 
control levels to minimize interference on close by UEs. 
 
Figure 3.6: Varying FAP power control levels and effect on MUEs 
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deemed fit, adaptive power control levels for femtocells etc. The LTE Vienna simulator [124] 
was widely used in this research as it provides a platform for LTE networks. It will be 
important to note that the simulator was only used for its LTE capabilities. Simulation 
scenarios and all algorithms such as the novel scheduling algorithms and adaptive power 
control for femtocells were imported into the simulator. In the next section, the LTE Vienna 
simulator platform, its core building blocks and system parameters are discussed. 
3.4.1 LTE Vienna system level simulator 
The LTE Vienna simulator is a MATLAB-based system level simulation (SLS) environment 
for LTE. It enables reproducibility due to its open source availability and it is a suitable 
platform in comparison of novel algorithms. 
3.4.1.1 Structure of the simulator 
In SLS, the performance of a whole network can be analyzed. It supports the network 
implementation of a multitude of MBSs in a defined region of interest while supporting static 
or mobile UEs. Individual physical layer links can be simulated with the investigation of 
AMC feedback, MIMO gains, modelling of the channel code as well as retransmissions 
[125]-[129].  
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Figure 3.7 Schematic block diagram of the LTE Vienna system level simulator 
From Figure 3.7, the simulator consists of two parts: 
 Link measurement model: This reflects the quality of the link which is determined 
by UE measurement reports. This model is also responsible for link adaptation and 
resource allocation in the network. The quality of a link is largely measured by 
evaluating each SC. The UE computes the feedback based on the SINR, which is used 
for link adaptation at the MBS. SINR is evaluated based on the network layout based 
on macroscopic fading, pathloss, shadow fading [130], and microscopic fading [131]. 
 
 Link performance model: The link performance model builds upon the link 
measurement model and it is responsible for predicting the Block Error Ratio (BLER) 
of the link, which is based on transmission parameters such as modulation and coding 
and received SINR  
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3.4.1.2 Reduced complexity  
One of the high points of the simulator is the ability to pre-calculate as many of the 
simulation parameters as possible. This offers repeatability by loading a pre-calculated 
scenario which is very useful when same scenarios have to be employed to compare different 
algorithms. This reduces computer overhead. Scenarios that can be pre-calculated include but 
are not limited to the generation of path loss maps and small-scale fading traces. 
 
3.4.2 Validation of the simulator  
The results of link level throughput from the simulator was compared with the minimum 
performance requirements stated by 3GPP in the technical specification TS 36.101 [65] with 
results showing up to 99% confidence intervals. Also the link and the system level simulators 
were cross validated by comparing their results against each other [124]. 
 
In the next chapter an adaptive power control algorithm in presented for blindly placed 
femtocells. It is presented as a solution to the power control problem discussed in section 
3.3.4 (see Figure 3.5). 
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Chapter 4 
Power control scheme for interference mitigation in 
blindly placed femtocells 
 
Since FAPs are usually user deployed, blind placement of FAPs is inevitable leading to 
problems of power spillage causing severe co-tier and cross-tier interference and subsequent 
performance degradation. This chapter presents performance analysis of a coverage radius 
based power control scheme to circumvent the problems caused by blind placement of FAPs. 
The coverage radius based power control scheme does not require FAPs to be relocated to 
optimal positions for interference mitigation; rather a self-update algorithm is implemented 
by cognitive FAPs to reduce their cell radius by adaptive adjustment of power values for 
interference management. Using system level simulations, the performance of the scheme has 
been analysed for different scenarios and compared to existing schemes. The scheme 
provides improved interference mitigation and throughput results.  
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4.1  Introduction 
A FAP is user deployed and is usually blindly placed in an indoor environment such as near 
the walls and windows. In the absence of any antennas’ beam directivity (Section 2.1.3) the 
FAP power could spill out in the surrounding regions thereby causing considerable co-tier 
and cross-tier interference figure 4.1). Research work carried out in [132]-[134] investigates 
optimal positions to place a FAP in an indoor environment to improve the throughput and 
mean capacity. However, it might not always be possible and necessary to find the optimal 
positions and move a FAP to effectively mitigate the interference caused. Thus there is a 
serious need for the development of interference mitigation schemes for blindly placed LTE 
femtocells.  
Coverage radius based power control scheme, which adaptively varies the pilot power 
of FAP based on its distance from the farthest served FUEs, is presented as a potential 
solution to this problem. 
 
Figure 4.1 Blind placement of a FAP & Power Spillage 
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4.2 Coverage Radius based Power Control Scheme (PS) 
The coverage radius based power control scheme (PS) is described below with the help of 
Equation 4.1 and illustrated in Figure 4.2.  
𝑃𝑡 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝑃𝑚 +  𝐺(𝜃) − 𝐿𝑚(𝑑) +  𝐿𝑓(𝑟), 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥]    (4.1) 
 
Where Pt is the FAP power value, Pm is the MBS power value, G(θ) is the MBS antenna gain 
in the direction of the FAP, Lm(d) is the MBS path loss relative to a femtocell distance d, 
Lf(r) is the FAP path loss relative to the target radius r, and Pmax is an upper limit power 
value of Pt set at 20dBm which is the standard fixed transmit power of a femtocell when 
transmitting in the DL [10]. The varying value of r which is configured at each FAP is 
determined to be the distance between the FAP and its farthest served UE with constraints as 
described below.  
4.2.1 PS Radius Limits Setting 
Each FAP sets a coverage radius upper limit, 𝑅𝑢 and lower limit 𝑅𝑙 to be 10m and 3m 
respectively. The choice of  𝑅𝑢 = 10𝑚 and 𝑅𝑙= 3m is to provide adequate coverage radius in 
the UEs premises while keeping interference at a minimum. As already suggested in most of 
research works, FAPs are not always installed at the centre of premises rather blindly placed, 
therefore in reality even at a 10m radius, the pilot power of a CSG FAP could spill out of the 
premises and affect non subscribed users in the vicinity, such as MUEs. 
4.2.2  Initial Coverage Radius  
The initial coverage radius of FAP is set to be 𝑅𝑢 assuming no FUEs are present. With the 
presence of FUEs, the FAP measures the distance between itself and the farthest FUE which 
is denoted as Rd. FAP employs received signal strength indication (RSSI) value of an FUE to 
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deduce distance (i.e. Rd) between itself and the FUE. In the event where only one FUE is 
served, Rd becomes the distance between the FAP and the said FUE. 
4.2.3  PS Self-Update 
Since FUEs are usually not static, in order to account for mobility of FUEs, the FAP puts a 
radius cap of 2m to Rd to make the final radius Rf = Rd + 2m thus ensuring the seamless 
coverage for mobile FUEs and further avoiding any handover to MBS. The FAP conducts a 
self–update per unit of time (for example 1s chosen in the simulations) to determine a new 
coverage radius. The choice of one second and threshold of 2m is based on the fact that the 
indoor user velocity is usually between 0-3.5 m/s [41]. 
4.2.4  PS Final Radius 
The final radius Rf is always compared against 𝑅𝑢 and 𝑅𝑙 to maintain a coverage radius such 
that Rl ≤ Rf ≤ Ru. The proposed scheme can be represented with the help of an algorithm as 
follows: 
 
Table 4.1: Coverage Radius Based Power Control Scheme  
Initialization; 
Set 𝑹𝒖 = 𝟏𝟎𝒎, 𝑹𝒍 = 𝟑𝒎, 
1: if (𝑭𝑼𝑬 > 1) 
2:     for 1:n (n = number of all active FUEs ) do 
3:     calculate each FUE: compare 𝑹𝒖 and 𝑹𝒍 to deduce 𝑬 = 𝑹𝒖: 𝑹𝒍 
4:      sort𝑬 =  {𝟏, 𝟐, … , 𝑲} 
5:      set 𝑹𝒅 = 𝐦𝐚𝐱 _𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆 from E 
6:      set𝑹𝒇 =  𝑹𝒅 + 𝟐𝒎: final FAP coverage radius 
7: end if 
8: Continue loop  next TTI = 1s 
9: end  
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Figure 4.2: Coverage Radius based Power Control Scheme (PS) 
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each FAP in a CSG fashion. Additionally, 30 MUEs are randomly deployed in each sector of 
the MBS to investigate effects of cross-tier interference.  
Table 4.2: Simulation Parameters 
Parameter Value 
Carrier Frequency 2.14 GHz 
Bandwidth 20 MHz 
MBS Inter-site Distance 500 m 
MBS/FAP Tx Power 46 / Variable 
dBm 
Scheduler Proportional 
Fair 
UE Receiver Noise Figure 9 dB 
UE Thermal Noise -174 dBm/Hz 
Single cell 
No. of MBS/FAPs 1/30 
MUEs 90 
FUEs per FAP/Total FUEs 4/120 
Multi-cell 
No. of MBS/FAPs 7/210 
MUEs 630 
FUEs per FAP/Total FUEs 4/840 
 
To account for macrocell propagation model, the simulations employ the macroscopic path 
loss model as proposed in [136] in an urban environment and defined in Equation 4.2. 
 
𝑃𝐿(𝑑𝐵) = 40 ∙ (1 − 4 ∙ 10−3 × 𝐷ℎ𝑏) ∙ log10(𝑅) − 18 ∙ log10(𝐷ℎ𝑏) + 21 ∙ log10(𝑓) + 80
           
(4.2) 
 
Where R is the distance between base station and UE in km, 𝐷ℎ𝑏 is the height of the base 
station antenna above ground in metres and f, the carrier frequency in MHz. The path loss 
model implemented at the femtocell is the dual slope path loss for urban deployment while 
ignoring shadowing and penetration losses as defined in Equation 4.3. 
 
𝑃𝐿(𝑑𝐵) =  38.45 + 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑟) +  0.7𝑑2𝐷,𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑟    (4.3) 
 
Where d2D,indoor  in this context is the indoor distance between a FAP and its serving FUE. 
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The MBS antenna radiation pattern used is proposed in TS36.942 [23] and given as follows: 
𝐴(𝜃) =  − min [12 (
𝜃
𝜃3𝑑𝐵
)
2
,  𝐴𝑚]      (4.4) 
 
Where 𝜃3𝑑𝐵 = 70 degrees is the gain pattern angle and  𝐴𝑚 = 20 dB is the side lobe gain.  
4.4 Performance analysis 
The performance analysis carried out is to investigate and compare the coverage radius based 
scheme with other power control schemes in both single and multi-cell scenarios. However, 
the main purpose is to investigate the coverage radius bounds and subsequently their impact 
on SINR for both these scenarios. Simulations have thus been performed for all the possible 
values of Rf between 10m – 3m for the coverage radius based scheme and compared with 
three existing power control schemes. The first is a baseline scheme where all FAPs are 
assigned a fixed value of 20dBm. It is important to note that this scheme is used for 
simulation and comparison analysis and not for implementation because a fixed maximum 
power is not an ideal solution for mitigating interference in femtocells. The second scheme 
assigns FAP power value based on the power it receives from its closest MBS while 
maintaining a target femtocell radius of 10m [23]. The third scheme is a distance based power 
control scheme proposed in [12] which intends to limit the impact a FAP has on the aggregate 
macrocell downlink throughput. In this distance based scheme, the MBS is divided into three 
regions. The power values assigned for FAPs in each region are defined in Equation 4.5.  
 
𝑃𝐹𝐴𝑃(𝑑𝐹𝐴𝑃) =  {
20𝑑𝐵𝑚          46𝑚 ≤ 𝑑𝐹𝐴𝑃 <   85𝑚,
10𝑑𝐵𝑚          85𝑚 ≤ 𝑑𝐹𝐴𝑃 <   156𝑚
0𝑑𝐵𝑚          156𝑚 ≤ 𝑑𝐹𝐴𝑃 <   289𝑚
    (4.5) 
Where 𝑑𝐹𝐴𝑃 below denotes the distance between a FAP and the closest MBS. 
 
A graphical comparison of the schemes is presented in Figure 4.3 where sector 1 illustrates 
the distance based power control algorithm as defined in Equation 4.5. Sector 2 illustrates the 
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constant radius scheme and sector 3 illustrates the coverage radius based power control 
scheme (PS). The value of  𝑃𝑡 in sectors 2 and 3 is as defined in Equation 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.3: Comparison of PS with other schemes 
The result of the fixed power value of 20dBm for all FAPs is denoted as ‘FP’ while the 
distance based power scheme is denoted as ‘DB’. The constant radius power scheme is 
denoted as ‘CR’ and for the coverage radius based adaptive power control scheme (PS), the 
results are shown for the values of Rf at 7m, 6m and 5m denoted as PS-7 and PS-6 and PS-5 
respectively. The results are from simulations performed for single cell and multi cell 
scenarios, where the single cell scenario is composed of a single tri-sector hexagonal MBS 
cell while the multi-cell scenario consists of 7 tri-sector hexagonal MBS cells with an inter-
site distance of 500m. The single and multi-cell scenarios are chosen to investigate the effect 
of coverage radius bounds on the variations of SINR in each scenario as described below.   
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4.5 Results and Discussion 
The results of the simulated scenarios are analysed in this section. 
4.5.1  SINR Cross-Tier (Single Cell) 
Figure 4.4 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) plot of SINR value for all the 
MUEs. The proposed scheme takes fully into consideration the cross-tier interference impact 
it has on MUEs. The transmit power value in proposed scheme is directly proportional to the 
coverage radius. Due to its low transmit power (𝑃𝑡) value for smaller FAP coverage area, the 
scheme at PS-5 with a mean SINR value of 10.35 dB performs much better while compared 
to other schemes. With a slightly increased coverage area the mean SINR values of PS-6 and 
PS-7 are 8.75 and 6.13 dB respectively. On the other hand, due to maximum𝑃𝑡 in case of FP, 
MUEs experience heavy cross-tier interference with a low mean SINR value (-3.60 dB). The 
mean SINR values for DB and CR are 7.95dB and 2.26 dB respectively. As a whole, the 
scheme at PS-5 improves SINR by 13.90 dB compared to FP, 8.09 dB compared to CR and 
2.04 dB compared to DB schemes. 
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Figure 4.4: SINR cross-tier (Single Cell) 
 
4.5.2  SINR Co-Tier (Single Cell) 
Figure 4.5 shows the SINR results for all the FUEs. FP performs better compared to the 
proposed scheme because some of the femtocells in the simulated scenario are standalone 
with a maximum fixed value of 𝑃𝑡 ,  thus resulting in a better co-tier SINR. This improvement 
is due to the fact that in FP, FAPs satisfy their serving FUEs, however completely 
disregarding neighbouring FAPs and MUEs (causing serious cross-tier interference as already 
shown in Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.5: SINR co-tier (Single Cell) 
 
The mean SINR values of DB, CR, PS-5, PS-6 and PS-7 are -0.16, 7.93, 3.45, 4.99 and 6.24 
dB respectively. The slightly lower SINR values in the proposed scheme as compared to CR 
are attributed to lower values of 𝑃𝑡 because of smaller coverage radius.  
4.5.3  Downlink Throughput (Single Cell) 
Figure 4.6 shows the CDF plot for downlink throughput over all FUEs. In accordance with 
SINR results, the baseline scenario FP performs better due to its high 𝑃𝑡 value with mean 
throughput of 12.06Mbps. With mean throughput values of 6.72, 7.64 and 8.42 Mbps for PS-
5, PS-6 and PS-7 respectively, the proposed scheme shows that a significantly high 
throughput can still be achieved with a varying coverage radius as compared to CR (8.64 
Mbps) with fixed coverage radius. DB with a mean throughput value of 3.99 Mbps performs 
lower than the other schemes. 
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Figure 4.6: Downlink Throughput (Single Cell) 
4.5.4  Co-tier and cross-tier SINR (Single Cell vs Multi Cell) 
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 below shows how co-tier and cross-tier SINR vary for all the considered 
schemes while compared against single to multi-cell scenarios. Compared to single cell 
scenario, clearly for all the schemes both co-tier and cross-tier SINR values dropped in multi-
cell scenario because of enhanced interference experienced by the cells due to increased 
number of blindly placed FAPs. In co-tier, with FP, due to its fixed power, each FAP 
transmits at a high power, Pt = 20dBm as well as a coverage radius of 20 dBm. The aim in FP 
is to satisfy its FUEs with no regard to neighbouring FAPs and MUEs hence the positive 
SINR results in co-tier. However, its performance degrades close-by MUEs hence the poor 
results in cross-tier SINR.  
On the other hand, DB is set up to optimise its Pt with respect to the interference it causes on 
MUEs based on its location as reflected in figure 4.3. Therefore, it reduces its interference on 
MUEs which results in a higher cross-tier SINR. On the downside, it is inherent that 
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collocated femtocells who fall below 85m from the centre of the cell can cause interference to 
each other when transmitting at Pt = 20dBm hence the low co-tier SINR. In CR, a constant 
radius of 10m irrespective of Pt value is set up to satisfy FUEs by providing a seamless 
indoor coverage for FUEs hence the higher co-tier values. However, as cited earlier, a 
scheme which does not optimise its coverage radius in the presence of MUEs will always 
cause high interference which results in low SINR values.  
The results of the coverage radius based power control scheme are presented for PS-5, PS-6 
and PS-7 with the aim of finding the optimal scheme in both co-tier and cross-tier scenario. 
In both co-tier and cross-tier, the coverage radius is adaptable to restrict any spillage that 
might cause interference with considerations to both FUEs and MUEs unlike the 
aforementioned schemes. So at any moment, the coverage radius is limited to an indoor 
environment hence a better SINR in both co-tier and cross-tier scenarios.      
 
Figure 4.7: co-tier SINR comparison (Single vs Multi-Cell) 
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Figure 4.8: Cross-tier SINR comparison (Single vs Multi-Cell) 
4.5.5  Droppage in SINR (Single Cell vs Multi Cell) 
Figure 4.9 compares the four considered schemes for percentage drop in SINR values for 
single and multi-cell scenarios. Table 4.3 shows how SINR values have reacted to the change 
in scenario (single to multi cell).  
Table 4.3: percentage Drop due to change in Scenario (Single to multi Cell) 
Scheme Co-Tier SINR (percentage) Cross-Tier SINR (percentage) 
FP 22 33 
DB 95 71 
CR 60 90 
PS-5 53 54 
PS-6 72 50 
PS-7 68 42 
 
Highlighted fields in Table 4.3 provide very important information about the schemes and 
how change of scenario has affected their SINR values. It might appear that compared to 
other schemes FP scheme suffered the lowest drop in its SINR values, however a careful 
consideration would reveal that irrespective of the scenarios, cross-tier SINR for FP has never 
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been of any importance because it has always stayed negative (-3.63 dB for single cell and-
5.425 dB for multi cell, Figure 4.8).  It further proves that a fixed power scheme such as FP is 
not at all a suitable scheme for cross-tier interference mitigation in densely deployed blindly 
placed femtocells. 
 
Figure 4.9: % Droppage in SINR (Single vs Multi Cell) 
 
On the same lines, DB scheme behaved very poorly for co-tier SINR values (highlighted in 
Table 4.3, it suffered drop of 95 % with the change of scenario). co-tier SINR values for DB 
scheme stayed at -0.160 dB for single cell and -2.977 dB for multi cell scenarios (Figure 4.7). 
Lastly, even though CR scheme showed some promise in terms of co-tier SINR values, but it 
suffered a drop of 90% for its cross-tier SINR values. Despite the droppage due to change in 
scenario, the proposed scheme has always been promising both for co-tier and cross-tier 
SINR values. The bounds of coverage radius and its impact on SINR values for the PS are 
further described in section 4.5.6. 
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4.5.6 Coverage Radius bounds and impact on SINR (Single Cell vs Multi-
cell) 
Figure 4.10 plots the response of co-tier and cross-tier SINR values to the change in coverage 
radius and also the change in the scenario for the proposed scheme.  
 
 
Figure 4.10: Coverage Radius bounds and Effect on SINR (Single vs Multi-cell) 
Irrespective of the scenario (single or multi cell), lower coverage radius gave higher Cross-
Tier SINR values whereas increase in coverage radius resulted into better co-tier SINR and 
vice versa. This further validates the results given in Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8 above. 
Higher cross-tier SINR values are obtained because of the fact that with reduced coverage 
radius more MUEs are left out thereby resulting into lesser interference and better cross tier 
SINR. On the other hand, since coverage radius is directly proportional to the transmit power, 
lower coverage radius resulted into lesser signal power per FUEs compared to increased 
interference due to densely deployed blindly placed femtocells thus resulting into reduced co-
tier SINR. It is fair to conclude that in the interference mitigation scheme, for both scenarios 
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(single and multi-cell) lower coverage radius favours cross-tier SINR whereas higher 
coverage radius values favour co-tier SINR.  
However, from the simulations it is shown that there are coverage radius bounds (i.e. ca. 6m 
for single cell and ca. 4.7 m for multi-cell), which resulted into balanced (optimum) value for 
both co-tier and cross-tier SINR values. These findings are very important in blindly placed 
densely deployed femtocells for the possible distribution and radial mobility of FUEs to 
avoid significant performance degradation.  
4.6 Summary 
Femtocells aim to improve poor indoor network coverage in cellular communication which 
has attracted network operators and stakeholders. Even though femtocells are discovering an 
important role, the issue of interference as a result of blindly placed FAPs needs to be 
addressed. In this chapter, a coverage radius based adaptive power control scheme to mitigate 
interference for blindly placed LTE femtocells is investigated. The proposed scheme does not 
require FAPs to be relocated on optimal locations for effective interference mitigation, rather 
it implements a self-update algorithm for FAPs to reduce their cell radius and adjust power 
values in an adaptive manner. The performance of the scheme was analysed using system 
level simulations for single and multi-cell scenarios. The results have shown that the 
proposed scheme has an improved value of cross-tier SINR, throughput and lower co-tier 
SINR while compared to baseline and existing adaptive interference mitigation schemes. 
Further the results have proven that irrespective of the scheme, the change of scenario from 
single to multi cell, affected and resulted in lower co-tier and cross-tier SINR values for multi 
cell compared to single cell values. It was also found that the adaptive power control scheme 
contributed towards coverage radius bounds which provide balanced co-tier and cross-tier 
SINR values. In terms of densely deployed blindly placed LTE femtocells, coverage radius 
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bounds is a very important finding because it can be helpful towards the effective distribution 
of FUEs to achieve balanced co-tier and cross-tier SINR values while maintaining other 
performance parameters too, e.g. throughput etc.  
In the next chapter, a hybrid algorithm, which builds up upon this chapter is presented. It 
comprises a power control and a contention free resource allocation algorithm to mitigate 
interference in CFs. 
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Chapter 5 
 
A hybrid UE admittance and contention free 
resource allocation for femtocells 
 
Femtocells are designed to co-exist alongside macrocells providing spatial frequency reuse, 
higher spectrum efficiency and cover areas where macrocells cannot. This chapter proposes a 
joint threshold power based admittance and contention free resource allocation scheme for 
interference mitigation in cognitive femtocells. In the proposed scheme, a CF sets a threshold 
value on the mutual interference between itself and a close-by MUE. To mitigate cross-tier 
interference, a CF classifies MUEs which fall above this threshold value (high interference 
value) as Undesired MUEs (UMUEs). MUEs which fall below this threshold are classified as 
Desired MUEs (DMUEs). To mitigate co-tier interference, proposed scheme introduces a 
scheduling engine which employs matching policy attributes and assigns RBs of unique 
DMUEs to CFs to avoid any possible contention problems, thus providing improved co-tier 
interference. System level simulations have been performed to demonstrate working and 
effectiveness of proposed scheme.  
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5.1 Introduction 
When it comes to frequency/spectrum allocation schemes, CFs perform the task of sensing 
spectrum holes of PUs, analyzing, deciding, and taking an action by assigning resources to 
secondary users (SUs) (see Section 1.4.1). However, the availability of a spectrum is not 
restricted to white spaces but the possibility of reusing the resources of PUs that have an 
insignificant interference to a SU.  In this concept, a FAP is able to assign resources of less 
interfering MUEs (PUs) to its FUEs (SUs). This concept has been investigated in [104] where 
a FAP obtains the scheduling information in the uplink (UL) of far-away MUEs from the 
MBS through a backhaul or over the air.  
A scheme which combines channel sensing and resource scheduling is proposed in [90, 104, 
137, 138]. Femtocells in this scheme sense channel occupation, capitalizing on the strong 
uplink (UL) transmit power of a MUE as it tries to reach its serving MBS, to find available 
frequency channels. This is achieved by analyzing the energy in the sub-channels and 
subsequently assigning those with the lowest interference signature to its users. In [89] an 
algorithm is proposed to orthogonally assign MUE channels to FUEs. A channel is deemed 
available for communication if a FAP detects no busy tone at the expiration of the timer, 
otherwise it abandons and waits for the expiration of the next back off timer until each FAP is 
able to communicate on an available channel. In the scheme, the utility of each channel is 
calculated by each FAP and subsequently a back-off timer is set for each channel. 
However, the aforementioned schemes largely target either co-tier or cross-tier interference 
mitigation, thereby failing to provide a complete solution. Thus in this section, a joint 
threshold power based admittance and matching policy based spectrum allocation scheme is 
proposed for co-tier and cross-tier interference mitigation in cognitive femtocells. The 
proposed scheme calculates the mutual interference between itself and a close-by MUE and 
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admits the closest MUEs (UMUEs) as one of its UEs to mitigate cross tier interference. 
Furthermore, this scheme employs a scheduling engine which engages a matching policy that 
orthogonally assigns the RBs of DMUEs resulting into significantly reduced co-tier 
interference. In other words, a CF interweaves into the transmission of the primary user 
(transmission is concurrent but interference is limited) and CFs can assign these RBs to their 
UEs due to frequency reuse with spatial separation policy. 
5.2 UE admittance and contention free resource allocation scheme 
In LTE standard, the reference signal received power (RSRP) for a downlink communication 
measures the average received signal strength of the serving MBS to initiate a handover (HO) 
of an MUE. The RSRP of the lth MBS to the jth MUE in the kth MBS can be expressed as 
 𝑅𝑆𝑅𝑃𝑘,𝑙
𝑗 = 𝑃𝑀,𝑙  . 𝑔𝑙,𝑘
𝑗
        (5.1) 
Where 𝑃𝑀,𝑙 is the pilot signal of the neighbouring lth MBS and 𝑔𝑙,𝑘
𝑗
 is the propagation loss 
from the jth MUE to the kth MBS. In others words, for HO to occur at the jth MUE, 
 𝑃𝑀,𝑙 > 𝑃𝑀,𝑘         (5.2) 
where 𝑃𝑀,𝑘 is the pilot signal of the serving MBS.  
The proposed scheme can be best described with the help of a scenario as shown in Figure 
5.1. Let us define Ƭ as the active number of MUEs all distributed in a group of collocated 
FAPs with coverage radius of R = 20m. The MUEs in the network are all experiencing low 
signal due to the long distance from the MBS. Further focusing on the zoomed section 
(Figure 5.1), consider MUE3,2 (inset) which is in the coverage area of FAP1 and FAP3. 
Although it is experiencing a weak signal from the MBS, it is assumed that the condition for 
HO in Equation 5.2 is not met. This requires MUE3,2 to transmit at a higher power to reach 
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the MBS and thereby it increases the interference level as a result of rise-over-thermal (RoT) 
noise at FAP1 and FAP3 [13]. 
The aggregate interference from of all the MUEs on the nth FAP can be expressed as: 
𝑝𝑚
𝑖 = 𝐺𝑛 +  ∑ 𝑃𝑀−𝑔𝑚,𝑓
𝑁𝑀
𝑚=1       (5.3) 
Where 𝐺𝑛 is the noise level, 𝑝𝑀 is the transmit power of each MUE as it tries to reach its 
serving MBS and 𝑔𝑚,𝑓 is the propagation loss between a MUE and the FAP. The propagation 
loss is calculated using dual stripe propagation model [20] which models the scenario as two 
building blocks providing indoor to outdoor propagation as well as a collocated femtocell 
scenario. This provides a realistic and evaluation of practical femtocell deployment scenarios.  
It is expressed as: 
𝑔𝑚,𝑓 = 15.3 + 37.6 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝐷 − 𝐿𝑓𝑑𝐵      (5.4) 
Where 𝐿𝑓 is the attenuation and 𝐷 the distance between the MUE and FAP. 
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Figure 5.1: Proposed Scheme 
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5.2.1 Threshold Power based MUE admittance to FAP 
In the proposed scheme, let 𝑝𝑞 (deduced from Equation 5.3) be the interference power value a 
FAP can tolerate from a MUE which also translates as the threshold interference power or 
threshold boundary. This boundary is illustrated in Figure 5.1 by the inner dotted circle and is 
set based on the premise that the closer a MUE is to a FAP, the higher the mutual interference 
caused. Each FAP through sensing the communication between an MBS and MUE calculates 
𝑝𝑚
𝑖  (Equation 5.3). Subsequently, for each MUE, a FAP compares the value of 𝑝𝑚
𝑖  against the 
threshold value 𝑝𝑞. In the scheme, the aim is for each FAP to admit a close by unsubscribed 
MUE as one of its FUE to mitigate the mutual interference. Let us denote all active MUEs in 
the coverage area of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ femtocell as 𝜇𝑖 =  {1, 2, … 𝑁𝑖}. We further subdivide 𝜇𝑖 into; 
𝜇𝑖 =  𝜇𝑖
𝑢+ 𝜇𝑖
𝐷 , {
𝜇𝑖
𝑈 =  𝑝𝑚
𝑖 > 𝑝𝑞
𝜇𝑖
𝐷 = 𝑝𝑚
𝑖 < 𝑝𝑞
   (5) 
Where 𝜇𝑖
𝑢 is the list of MUEs that can be admitted to the FAP known as Undesirable MUEs 
(UMUEs) and 𝜇𝑖
𝐷 is the list of MUEs that cause lesser interference to a FAP known as 
desirable MUEs (DMUEs). In other words, any MUEs that fall within the dotted region can 
cause significant interference to FAP and should be admitted to the FAP thus subsequently 
becoming FUEs. The pseudo code for MUEs admittance to FAP is provided in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1: MUE Admittance to FAP 
Pseudo Code Algorithm 1:   
1: if (𝝁𝒊 > 1)  
2:     for 1:n (n = number of all active MUEs) 
do 
3:    calculate 𝒑𝒎
𝒊 (x) 
4:compare 𝒑𝒎 and 𝒑𝒒 
5:       if 𝒑𝒎
𝒊  > 𝒑𝒒then 
6:       𝝁𝒊 ∈ 𝝁𝒊
𝑫 (MUE admitted to FAP) 
7:       if 𝒑𝒎
𝒊 < 𝒑𝒒then 
8: 𝝁𝒊 ∈ 𝝁𝒊
𝒖 
9:           end if 
10:       end if 
11: end  
 
5.2.2  Matching policy based resource allocation  
As part of proposed scheme, an algorithm is introduced which deals with the DMUEs (MUEs 
which fall outside the threshold boundary and cannot be admitted to the FAP) in 𝜇𝑖
𝐷. The 
algorithm introduces a method where a FAP properly utilizes the OFDMA sub-channels of 
the UMUEs to avoid the mutual interference caused.  
Since the DMUEs in 𝜇𝑖
𝐷 for each FAP are randomly distributed in the network, it is expected 
that some FAPs (especially in a collocated scenario) may have common elements of 𝜇𝑖
𝐷 as 
shown in Figure 5.2. It describes a simple scenario with two femtocells. After sensing, each 
femtocell is able to deduce its list of 𝜇𝑖
𝑢 and 𝜇𝑖
𝐷as shown in box A and B respectively. Since 
both femtocells are co-located with no coordination between them, FAP1 and FAP2 can have 
similar DMUEs such as MUE2,1.  
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Figure 5.2: Femtocell Network- UMUEs and DMUEs 
A matching policy to uniquely match DMUEs to each FAP to avoid any contention problems 
that may arise is introduced. The matching policy determines which FAP utilizes the 
OFDMA sub-channels of an UMUE from its list of 𝜇𝑖
𝑈to avoid co-tier interference. A 
cognitive enabled scheduling engine to create a matching policy is proposed working as 
follows; 
Through sensing, the scheduling engine E, is aware of the locations of the FAPs (FAPLOC) 
and MUEs (MUELOC) in the network (Figure 5.3). CR enables the femtocell to identify the 
transmission parameters of the elements in its environment and in this context it is the RB 
UMUEs.  
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Let 𝐸 =  {𝑓1, 𝑓2, … , 𝑓𝑛} 
i. Each FAP in the network submits its list of 𝜇𝑖
𝐷 to 𝐸. This list is continuously updated 
due to incoming and outgoing DMUEs in 𝜇𝑖
𝐷 . 
ii. E selects a DMUE iteratively and maps it against its list of FAP.  
iii. Using a propagation model, the engine calculates the path loss 𝑔𝑓,𝑚
𝐷  between the 𝜇𝑖
𝐷 
and the mapped FAPs which is expressed as; 
𝑔𝑓,𝑚
𝐷 = 38.46 + 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝐷𝑑𝐵      (5.6) 
Where 𝐷 is the distance between the MUE and FAP in metres. 
iv. A 𝜇𝑖
𝐷 with the lowest path loss is assigned to a FAP and the process continues until all 
the 𝜇𝑖
𝐷 in the list are uniquely assigned to each FAP in the network. This ensures that 
RBs of no two similar DMUEs are assigned to two different FAPs and thus 
subsequently provides contention free access thereby resulting into significantly 
reduced co-tier interference. Pseudo code for implementation of matching policy 
based scheduling algorithm is provided in Table 5.2.  
Table 5.2: Matching Policy based Resource Allocation 
Pseudo code for Algorithm 2:  
Initialization; 
𝑬 =  {𝒇𝟏, 𝒇𝟐, … , 𝒇𝒏} 
1: Firstly 𝒔𝒐𝒓𝒕 𝑬  
2: for 𝝁𝟏
𝑫∈𝒇𝒊 
3:  calculate 𝒑 = 𝐦𝐚𝐱 _𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆: 𝐦𝐢𝐧 _𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆 
4: 𝑫𝟏 = 𝐦𝐚𝐱 _𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆{𝒇𝒊} 
5: end 
6: for 𝝁𝟐
𝑫∈𝒇𝒊 
7:  calculate 𝒑 = 𝐦𝐚𝐱 _𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆: 𝐦𝐢𝐧 _𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆 
8: 𝑫𝟐 = 𝐦𝐚𝐱 _𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆{𝒇𝒊} 
9: end 
10: Continue loop until 𝝁𝒊
𝑫∈𝒇𝒊 = 𝟎 
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Figure 5.3: Matching policy based Scheduling Engine 
5.3 System model 
The system model comprises a tri-sector LTE MBS serving randomly distributed and mobile 
MUEs within its coverage area.  ℓ LTE FAPs are randomly distributed within the MBS 
coverage area. The MBS and FAPs are deployed in a co-channel fashion sharing same 
resources which introduces a higher amount of interference on both parties. In order to 
facilitate allowance of UMUEs admittance by FAP, only one FUE is attached to each FAP. 
All active MUEs in the coverage area of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ femtocell are denoted as𝜇𝑖 =  {1, 2, … 𝑁𝑖} and 
this number varies in all iterations in terms of the transmission time interval calculated per 
unit of time. We assume that each FAP has cognitive radio (CR) capability which makes it 
fully aware of its environment in a proactive manner to estimate and avoid/restrict the mutual 
interference in the co-channel network.  
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Figure 5.4: Mutual Interference between MUE and FAP 
Figure 5.4 shows a simple system model to highlight the individual and aggregate 
interference from MUE to FAP and vice versa denoted by mf and fm respectively. An MUE 
experiences a weak signal from its serving MBS due to attenuation. As a result, it increases 
its transmit power value denoted, 𝑝𝑚 as it tries to reach the MBS. If proper OFDMA sub-
channels are not used, this could cause increased and severe uplink interference on a close by 
FAPs. This is because MUE could be transmitting at a high power in the same sub-channel as 
a FUE served by a close by FAP. As described in Section 5.2 above, to mitigate cross-tier 
interference, a threshold based power control scheme is presented where a FAP calculates mf 
and subsequently admits MUE (i.e. UMUE) as one of its FUEs.   DMUEs which are not 
admitted to FAP are handled by matching policy based scheduling engine which uniquely 
matches RBs of DMUEs to each FAP to allow contention free access. The matching policy 
determines which FAP utilizes the OFDMA sub-channels of DMUEs to mitigate the ensuing 
co-tier interference.  
m
f
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The main simulation parameters based on 3GPP LTE specifications are given in Table 5.3. 
The network topology consists of a tri-sector MBS with 30 FAPs randomly distributed in 
each sector. A FAP usually accommodates 4 and up to 16 UEs for residential and commercial 
scenarios respectively [38]. In the simulations, a single FUE is attached to each FAP to 
facilitate admittance of UMUEs to FAP. 300 MUEs are randomly deployed to investigate 
effect of cross-tier interference. WINNERII+ channel modelling is used and traffic load is 
uniformly distributed among all the users.  
 
Table 5.3: Simulation Parameters 
Parameter Value 
Carrier Frequency 2.14 GHz 
Bandwidth 20 MHz 
No. of MBS/FAPs 3/30 
MUEs 300 
MBS Radius 500 m 
MBS/FAP Tx Power 46 / 20 dBm 
Scheduler Proportional Fair 
Fading Model Claussen 
Channel Modelling WINNERII+ 
Mobility model Random waypoint 
 
5.4 Simulation results and analysis 
In this context, the mutual interference caused on the MUEs and the FAPs is presented before 
a detailed performance analysis of the proposed scheme is provided.  
5.4.1 Choice of MUE transmit power 
Figure 5.5 plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of varying 𝑝𝑚 values (15 dBm, 
18 dBm, 20 dBm, 22 dBm, 24 dBm, 24 dBm, 26 dBm, 28 dBm and 30 dBm) and the mf 
interference caused on an arbitrary FAP. 
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Figure 5.5: MUE transmit power vs Interference 
Clearly there is a direct relationship between the MUE transmit power value Pm and 
interference mf caused on an FAP. As expected, a higher transmit power value causes greater 
interference. A graph like this is extremely useful in determining the interference caused on a 
FAP and subsequently in deciding about the maximum transmit power an MUE is allowed to 
transmit. Referring to scenario presented in Figure 5.1 above, since the assumption is that 
almost all the MUEs are experiencing poor reception from MBS, thus in the simulations the 
highest possible value of 𝑝𝑚, i.e. transmit power value for MUE (30 dBm) is used. This 
accordingly causes the highest level of cross-tier interference mf caused on an FAP and will 
be a good test for the proposed scheme to find out how efficiently it allows admittance of 
UMUEs to FAP to result in reduced cross-tier interference. 
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5.4.2  UMUE admittance and Cross-tier interference Mitigation 
Figure 5.6 investigates the mutual interference caused between FAP and MUEs. MUE-FAP is 
the interference caused by an MUE on FAP and is calculated using Equation 5.3 with Pm = 30 
dBm, whereas FAP-MUE highlights the interference level on an MUE caused by an FAP 
with a transmit power Pt = 20 dBm. Pm value of 30 dBm causes around -28 dBm of mean 
interference value on an FAP. These mean values vary depending on the number of MUEs 
and also with the value of Pm which is dependent on the signal attenuation.  
 
Figure 5.6: FAP-MUE mutual interference 
Figure 5.7 depicts the core working of the proposed scheme. It plots the interference 
caused by MUEs (i.e. UMUEs) on FAPs and subsequent functionality of the proposed 
scheme to allow admittance to result in reduced cross-tier interference.  
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Figure 5.7:  MUEs admittance for cross-tier interference mitigation 
Figure 5.7 presents the results for pre and post admittance (once proposed scheme kicks in) 
stages. It depicts the results where cross-tier interference is mitigated due to the algorithm in 
a scenario where MUEs are randomly located within 3 collocated FAPs (FAP 1-3, Figure 
5.1). We set the threshold value of Pq at -28.5 dBm where Pm = 30 dBm which is 
approximately equivalent to a femtocell radius value of 10m because of the high interference 
level between a FAP and MUE at distances 2m-10m. In line with Figures 5.5 and 5.6, the 
MUE-FAP (pre-admittance) curve highlights the interference due on any FAP by the MUEs 
before the algorithm kicks in with a mean value of -28 dBm. However, when Algorithm 1 is 
employed, the high interference causing MUEs being admitted to FAPs (FAP 1-3) thereby 
resulting in greatly reduced cross-tier interference as depicted by post admittance curves. The 
mean value of post admittance interference is around -34 dBm compared to -28 dBm pre-
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admittance mean value. This is because each Pm value of MUE that exceeds Pq is admitted to 
the respective FAP and what is left is the lesser interference from the remaining UMUEs. 
Notably, the curves MUE-FAP1, MUE-FAP2 and MUE-FAP3 represent the interference values 
caused by remaining UMUES on FAPs 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
5.4.3  Matching policy based Co-tier Interference Mitigation 
Algorithm 2 of the proposed scheme helps mitigate co-tier interference by employment of 
contention free resource blocks allocation. It eventually addresses DMUEs (i.e. MUEs which 
fall outside the threshold boundary and are not admitted to the FAP). The algorithm 
introduces a method where a FAP properly utilizes the OFDMA sub-channels of DMUEs to 
avoid the co-tier interference caused. Referring to Figure 5.1, emphasis is laid on two 
collocated FAPs, i.e. FAP1 and FAP2. Figure 5.8 depicts the mutual interference of FAP1 and 
FAP2 on each other pre-algorithm and post-algorithm. In pre-algorithm, both FAPs vie for the 
same resources which results in a co-tier interference with a mean value of around -40 dBm. 
As the matching policy algorithm kicks in, this contention problem is resolved as these 
resources are appropriately matched to each FAP which reduces the co-tier interference by 
approximately 8dBm as depicted in the post-algorithm curve. 
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Figure 5.8: Matching policy based Co-Tier Interference Mitigation 
 
5.4.4  Signal to Interference Ratio Comparison 
Figure 5.9 compares the signal to interference ratio (SIR) between a random spectrum 
allocation (Random SA) and the proposed matching policy based spectrum allocation 
(Proposed SA). The random SA scheme is the situation where FAPs use the RBs of closely 
located MUEs in contrast to the matching policy based scheme. 
Equation 5.7 represents the SIR of the kth UMUE when the nth FAP is using its 
resources (Random SA) and Equation 8 is the SIR value of the same kth UMUE when 
the nth FAP is using the resources of the jth DMUE (Proposed SA). 
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SIR1 =
pt_MBS  −gk_UMUE
MBS
Ik_UMUE
n_FAP        (5.7) 
SIR2 =  
pt_MBS  −gk_UMUE
MBS
Ij_DMUE
n_FAP        (5.8) 
Where  pt
MBS is the transmit power of the MBS and gk_UMUE
MBS is the channel power gain of 
the MBS on the kth UMUE. Ik_UMUE
n_FAP  is the interference on the  kth UMUE by the nth 
FAP and  Ij_DMUE
n_FAP  is the interference on the  jth DMUE by the nth FAP. Ik_UMUE
n_FAP  and 
Ij_DMUE
n_FAP  can be further decomposed as pt
FAP − gk_UMUE
FAP  and pt
FAP − gj_DMUE
FAP  respectively. 
pt
FAP is the FAP transmit power and gk_UMUE
FAP  and gj_DMUE
FAP  are the channel power gains of 
the FAP on the kth UMUE and the jth DMUE respectively. 
 
Figure 5.9: Signal to Interference Ratio Comparison 
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Thanks to the matching policy based spectrum allocation, clearly the proposed scheme results 
into significantly higher SIR value (3.3 dB) while compared to the random SA with a mean 
value of 0.1dB.  
5.4.5  MUE Mobility Analysis 
Referring to Figure 5.1, it is to be noted that based on direction of mobility and distance from 
serving FAPs, more and more UMUEs can be admitted to FAPs (Algorithm 1). Thus it is 
important to investigate the effect of MUEs mobility and show its impact on the functionality 
of the proposed scheme. The random waypoint model implemented describes the movement 
pattern of independent MUEs by simple terms and was first proposed in [139].  
In the simulator, the implementation of this mobility model is as follows: as the simulation 
starts, each MUE randomly selects one location in the simulation field (which is defined as 
the region in the macrocell layer) as its destination. It then travels towards this destination 
with constant velocity chosen uniformly and randomly from [0, Vmax], where the parameter 
Vmax  is the maximum allowable velocity for every mobile node [140]. The speed and 
direction of a node are chosen independently of other nodes. Upon reaching the destination, 
the node stops for a duration defined by the ‘pause time’ parameter denoted as Tpause . If Tpause 
= 0, this leads to continuous mobility. After this duration, it again chooses another random 
destination in the simulation field and moves towards it. The whole process is repeated again 
and again until the simulation ends.  
Fig 5.10 investigates the interference intensity posed by mobile MUEs on a FAP as they 
move in and out of the r = 20m region (Figure 5.1). UMUEstatic and DMUEstatic represent the 
interference intensity values on a particular FAP due to static UMUEs and DMUEs 
respectively. The interference intensity caused by DMUEs is significantly lower because of 
the fact that they are located outside the interference region of an FAP. MUEmobile represents 
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the mean interference intensity values on the same FAP when UMUEstatic is no more static, 
rather mobile and several UMUEs move in and out of the FAP interference region thereby 
increasing the chances of admittance and resulting into reduced interference (around 8 dBm 
lesser interference intensity compared to static UMUEs).  
 
Figure 5.10: MUEs mobility analysis of Proposed Scheme 
5.5  Summary 
This chapter proposed a joint threshold power based macrocell user equipment admittance 
and contention free resource block allocation for effective interference mitigation in cognitive 
femtocells. Cross-tier interference in the proposed scheme is mitigated by allowing 
admittance by cognitive femtocells of MUEs which are far away from respective MBS and 
transmitting at higher power levels. Whereas a matching policy based resource allocation is 
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employed to intelligently allocate resources to the co-located FAPs to avoid any contention or 
collision thereby resulting in reduced co-tier interference. Performance analysis of the 
proposed scheme has also found that the scheme performs much better in relation to a 
random spectrum assignment scheme. The proposed scheme caters very well the mobility of 
the MUEs allowing more and more admittance thereby providing improved interference 
results.  
In the next chapter, a novel hybrid algorithm scheduling algorithm where CFs assign the RBs 
of MUEs based on their traffic usage is presented. 
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Chapter 6 
 
A service associated (SA) scheduling algorithm for 
cognitive femtocells 
 
In this chapter, a novel effective scheduling algorithm is proposed to address the interference 
in a two-tier network system. This algorithm is based on the premise that MUEs transmit with 
different traffic loads and it is highly likely for its assigned resource units or resource blocks 
(RBs) being either empty or with a low interference. In the SA algorithm, cognitive FAPs 
(CFs) assign the RBs of macrocell user equipments (MUEs) with a low data traffic load 
which experience a low interference temperature to its FUEs. Specifically, it focuses on 
mitigating the downlink FAP interference to nearby macrocell MUE as well as mitigating the 
uplink interference from MUE towards FAP. Since the proposed interference mitigation 
scheme requires non-existence of macro-femto backhaul coordination and no modifications, 
it is promising for applications in the LTE-advanced (LTE-A) cellular systems that employ 
heterogeneous networks. The performance of the service associated (SA) scheme is presented 
and the results show an improved SINR, throughput and spectral efficiency as compared to 
two existing state of the art scheduling algorithms.  
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6.1 Introduction 
Emerging wireless networks support the simultaneous mix of traffic models which demand 
more flexible and efficient use of the scarce spectral resource. The usage of these traffic 
models differs per user at different times. Simulations with a mix of realistic traffic models 
such as Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), Hypertext Transfer protocol (HTTP), video, File 
Transfer Protocol (FTP) and gaming can be mimicked with specifications as defined in [141] 
to analyse spectral use in a wireless network (Figure 6.1). MUEs usually transmit with 
varying traffic loads and at times it is highly likely for their assigned resource blocks (RBs) 
being empty. A scheduling algorithm where CFs assign the RBs of MUEs with a low data 
traffic load which experience a low interference temperature to its FUEs is presented. Figure 
6.1 depicts 10 MUEs, each assigned 4 RBs by the MBS, transmitting using different traffic 
applications.  It is highly unlikely in most cases for each MUE to fully utilize its assigned 
resource units or 4 RBs as shown in Figure 6.1 with some utilizing 3 RBs or just 1 RB.  
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Figure 6.1: Macrocell scenario with varying RB usage/Traffic model 
Contrary to exclusive RB allocation considered in previous works, the scheme 
opportunistically controls the number of RBs shared with other cells in a statistical sense to 
maximize FUE and MUE SINR. The adaptive resource block sharing is based on not 
instantaneous but statistical interference levels among cells to satisfy practical 
implementation constraints. The gains of the adaptive resource block sharing based on 
statistical interference levels among cells are demonstrated. The proposed scheme achieves 
higher average FUE SINR than conventional resource scheduling schemes.  
 
6.2 Traffic aware matching Policy based Interference mitigation   
The scheme could be best described with the help of Figure 6.2. The MBS periodically 
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traffic load data of MUEs up to a distance of 40m. The choice of sensing up to 40m is to 
enable a FAP sense and retrieve as much empty RBs from MUEs as possible at a distance 
slightly above its coverage radius which is pegged at 20m. On the other hand, exceeding a 
40m will introduce sensing overhead which will be detrimental to the algorithm since it is a 
time dependent opportunistic approach of using resources. Also it is fair to assume this radius 
in a densely deployed femtocell. The proposed algorithms both for cross-tier and co-tier 
interference mitigation are explained in the following sections.  
 
Figure 6.2: A collocated femtocell scenario with MBS signalling interface 
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6.2.1: SA Cross-Tier Interference Mitigation 
 
RB retrieving strategy: During each scheduling interval, the MUEs are scheduled with RBs 
from the set: 
𝐴 = 𝑚𝑖: 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛(𝑡)        (6.1) 
where 𝑚𝑖 denotes ith 180kHz sub-band over the system bandwidth and 𝑛(𝑡) represents the 
instantaneous traffic load generated from MUEs at time 𝜏.  
Let 𝜏 =  TTI = 1ms 
In SA algorithm, a CF schedules a FUE on the RB of a MUE with the least traffic load or 
minimum performance metric for each RB from its throughput analysis and can be expressed 
as in [21]: 
𝑘𝑖,𝑗(𝜏) = arg 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (
𝑅𝑖,𝑗,𝑘(𝜏)
𝑅𝑘,𝑖(𝜏)
⁄ )      (6.2) 
Where 𝑘𝑖,𝑗(𝜏) is the chosen UE in component carrier (CC) 𝑖 and in RB 𝑗 at a specific ime τ, 
𝑅𝑖,𝑗,𝑘(𝜏) is the throughput, and 𝑅𝑘,𝑖(𝜏) is the average last throughput of user k [142]. 
Therefore, the average throughput of each UE is updated for each 𝑗 according to: 
𝑅𝑘,𝑖(𝜏 + 1) =  {
𝑅𝑘,𝑖(𝜏) (1 −
1
𝑡𝑐
) +
1
𝑡𝑐
𝑅𝑖,𝑗,𝑘(𝜏),             𝑘 =  𝑘𝑖,𝑗 (𝜏)
𝑅𝑘,𝑖(𝜏) (1 −
1
𝑡𝑐
) ,                                     𝑘 ≠  𝑘𝑖,𝑗 (𝜏)
  (6.3) 
where 𝑡𝑐 is the time constant [22]. In SA, each CF retrieves this traffic load 𝑅𝑘,𝑖(𝜏 + 1) via 
the broadcast signalling interface and makes a table known as the traffic load map of all the 
MUEs within the distance as shown in Table 6.1. 
 
Table 6.1: Dynamic Traffic Load Map 
RB                                     
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TTI1 TTI2 TTI3 
RB1 1 1 0 
RB2 0 1 0 
RB3 0 1 1 
RB4 0 1 1 
. 
 
. . 
. 
 
. . 
. 
 
. . 
RBn 1 0 1 
 
In Table 6.1, at every TTI the traffic load of all the RBs attached to all the MUEs is retrieved 
and interpreted as: 
1 = high data traffic  
0 = Low data traffic 
Therefore, assume for every femtocell   𝑖, (𝑖 ∈ {1,2, … . 𝐹}), we have an 𝑁 × 1 vector 𝑓𝑖 , 
Where each element  𝑓𝑖
𝑤 ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether a FAP will use the RB 𝑤 when it is 0 or 
not when it is 1.  
6.2.2: SA Co-Tier Interference Mitigation 
Co-tier interference mitigation focuses on the effective usage of retrieved RBs which is 
denoted as available RBs among FAPs. In the solution, an RB is assigned to a FUE by its 
FAP for its sole use at every TTI (Table 6.2).  
Table 6.2: RBs assignment to FUEs/TTI 
RB RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4 RB5 RB6 RB7 RB8 RB9 RB10 
TTI 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
 
In SA, each FAP will maintain a table similar to Table 6.2, although it will be an extensive 
table highlighting all the TTIs (say up to TT110). Importantly, the RBs that will be available 
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to share will be ones with low data traffic, such as RB2, RB3, RB4, RB8 and RB9. For 
instance, if we have 50 RBs available and 10 collocated CFs, the RBs are shared equally 
which will be 5 RBs/CF. The basis for an outright sharing formula is because, through 
cognition, retrieved RBs of MUEs can be used by FUEs while keeping interference at its 
barest minimum. Also, the number of RBs will always be more than FUEs since a CF (in this 
scenario a home CF) will only accommodate 4 FUEs.  
Assume for every femtocell, fn , 
fn = αn +  βn         (6.4)  
αn = {RBn,1,RBn,2, … RBn,n  }       (6.5)  
βn = {RBn,1,RBn,2, … RBn,n  }       (6.6) 
Where αn and βn are the list of occupied RBs and available RBs respectively in the  n
th FAP.  
 
After sensing, each CF is able to deduce its list of αn and βn. Since femtocells may be 
collocated with no coordination between them, they can have similar αn and βn. In order to 
resolve contention among available RBs, a matching policy is introduced to uniquely match 
retrieved (available) RBs to each CF. The matching policy determines which CF utilizes a 
particular RB from its list of βn to avoid co-tier interference. To implement the matching 
policy in every CFi, we also have a 𝑁 × 1 vector 𝑝𝑖 where each of the elements 𝑝𝑖
𝑤 represents 
the transmit power of a RB𝑤 and similarly 𝑁 × 1 vector 𝑞𝑖 where each of the elements 𝑞𝑖
𝑤 
represents the transmit power in the MBS. 
In the proposed SA, a cognitive enabled scheduling engine to create a matching policy is 
introduced as follows: 
Through sensing, the scheduling engine E, is aware of the locations of the FAPs (FAPLOC) 
and MUEs (MUELOC)  of the retrieved RBs in the network. CR enables the femtocell to 
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identify the SINR of the FUE in FAP𝑖  on the RB𝑤. To derive the SINR, Let the following 
channel gain variables be introduced as: 
Channel gain 𝐿 from: 
FAP𝑗 to FAP𝑖: 𝐿𝑗,𝑖
𝑤 ; FAP𝑖 to FUE𝑖: 𝐿𝑖,𝑖
𝑤 ; MBS to FAP𝑖: 𝐿𝑏,𝑖
𝑤 ; FAP𝑖 to MBS: 𝐿𝑖,𝑏
𝑤  and MBS to 
MUE: 𝐿𝑏,𝑏
𝑤  
Therefore the SINR as perceived by a FUE on an available RB𝑤 in βn is given by: 
𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑖
𝑤 =
𝑓𝑖
𝑤𝑝𝑖
𝑤𝐿𝑖,𝑖
𝑤
𝑓𝑖
𝑤𝑞𝑤𝐿𝑏,𝑖
𝑤 +∑ 𝑓𝑖
𝑤𝐹
𝑗=1,𝑗≠1 𝑓𝑗
𝑤𝑝𝑗
𝑤𝐿𝑗,𝑖
𝑤 +𝑁
     (6.7) 
Where 𝑁 is the Gaussian noise. 
Co-tier interference mitigation is further explained as follows. 
Let 𝐸 =  {1,2, … , 𝐾} 
i. Each FAP in the network submits its list of βn to 𝐸. This list is periodically updated 
due to the availability of retrieved RBs in βn. 
ii. E selects a RB from βn iteratively and maps it against its list of FAP.  
iii. E calculates the 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑖
𝑤of an FUE on an available RB𝑤 in βn as in Equation 6.7 
iv. A RB with the highest 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑖
𝑤is assigned to a FAP and the process continues until all 
the 𝑅𝐵𝑠 in βn (which is denoted in the algorithm as 𝑁𝑅𝐵𝑤_𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡) are uniquely 
assigned to each FAP in the network as shown in Figure 6.3 and the algorithm pseudo 
code given below in Table 6.3.  
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Figure 6.3: Matching policy based scheduling for co-tier interference mitigation 
Table 6.3: Co-tier interference Mitigation- RBs Matching 
policy 
Initialization; 
𝑬 =  {𝟏, 𝟐, … , 𝑲} 
1: for 𝑹𝑩𝒘 𝟏: 𝑵𝑹𝑩𝒘 
2:      calculate 𝑹𝑩𝒘𝟏, 𝑺𝑰𝑵𝑹𝒊
𝒘 = 𝐦𝐚𝐱 _𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆: 𝐦𝐢𝐧 _𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆 
3:     set 𝑹𝑩𝒘𝟏 = 𝐦𝐚𝐱 _𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆{𝒇𝒊} 
4: for 𝑹𝑩𝒘𝟐 
4:      calculate 𝑺𝑰𝑵𝑹𝒊
𝒘 = 𝐦𝐚𝐱 _𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆: 𝐦𝐢𝐧 _𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆 
6:        set 𝑹𝑩𝒘𝟐 = 𝐦𝐚𝐱 _𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆{𝒇𝒊} 
7:Continue loop until 𝑵𝑹𝑩𝒘_𝒍𝒆𝒇𝒕 = 𝐳𝐞𝐫𝐨 
8:end 
 
6.3 System model  
Consider an OFDMA system where the femtocell and macrocell are deployed in a co-channel 
fashion. The MBS is in the centre of the network and serves the randomly distributed MUEs 
within its coverage area. Since there is more activity of MUEs in the downlink (DL) and less 
activity in the UL, more focus is paid on downlink interference in the system model. 𝑁𝐹𝐴𝑃 
femtocells are randomly located within the coverage area of the MBS and the number of 
MUEs within the coverage area of 𝑗𝑡ℎ femtocell is denoted as 𝑗 = {1, 2, . . . , 𝑁𝐹𝐴𝑃}. In the 
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system model MUEs locations are assumed to change per TTI. The CFs in the network 
operates as a CSG which means MUEs outside its coverage area are not allowed to avail 
services from it. The simulation parameters are based on 3GPP LTE specifications and given 
in Table 6.4. The considered network topology consists of a MBS with 30 CFs randomly 
distributed with four FUEs attached to each CF in a CSG fashion. 
Table 6.4: System Parameters 
Parameter Value 
Macrocell 
Cell layout Dense-urban 3-sector MBS 
Carrier Frequency 2.14 GHz 
Bandwidth 20 MHz 
Antenna configuration               SISO(for both BS and UE) 
Transmit power 46 dBm (MBS) 
Inter-site distance 500m 
Total number of MBS/MUE 1/60 
Channel model Winner+ 
Traffic 
model   
VOIP, HTTP, video, 
FTP, gaming 
% of users = [30,20,20,10,20] (as defined 
in 3GPP RAN R1-070674) [1] 
Log-normal shadowing 8dB 
Mobility Model Random walking Model  
TTI 1ms 
Path loss: 
MUE to 
macro MBS 
Outdoor MUE 
 
𝑃𝐿(𝑑𝐵) =  15.3 + 37.6 log10 𝑅 
Indoor MUE    𝑃𝐿(𝑑𝐵) =  15.3 + 37.6 log10 𝑅 +     10 
Femtocell 
Transmit power 20 dBm 
Total number of FAP/FUE 30/120 
Penetration loss                          10dB indoor 
Path loss: 
FUE to FAP 
Dual-stripe 
model 
𝑃𝐿(𝑑𝐵) =  127 + 30 log10
𝑅
1000⁄  
 
6.4 Fading Modelling 
To highlight the performance of the algorithm two types of fading namely Claussen fading 
and multi-path fading are incorporated in the simulations. The choice of these two fading 
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models is to present the effect of two different levels of destructive interference on the radio 
channel.  
6.4.1 Claussen fading  
Claussen fading model, is incorporated in the system level simulation which makes it 
possible to generate and save the environment maps of path loss and shadowing of all 
potential locations as introduced in [143]. This significantly reduces the computational 
complexity of deriving the shadow fading correlations from conventional means such as 
based on mobile velocity of UEs [144]. In modelling claussen fading in the simulations, the 
fading values are derived based only on the correlation with respect to the neighbouring 
values in the map as illustrated in Figure 6.4. Each of the fading values denoted 𝑆1, 𝑆2, and 𝑆3 
is calculated with the correlation matrix R and L from [142]. 
 𝑅 =  [
1 𝑟(𝑥)
𝑟(𝑥) 1
] and  𝐿 =  [
1 0
𝑟(𝑥) √1 − 𝑟2(𝑥)
]   (6.9) 
 
Figure 6.4: Claussen Fading 
𝑆1 = 𝑎1          (6.10) 
𝑆2 = 𝑟(𝑥)𝑆1 + √1 − 𝑟2(𝑥)𝑎2       (6.11) 
𝑆3 = 𝑟(𝑥)𝑆2 + √1 − 𝑟2(𝑥)𝑎3       (6.12) 
 
1S 2S 3S
)(xr )(xr
)2( xr
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S3 can also be written as: 
𝑟2(𝑥)𝑎1 + 𝑟(𝑥)√1 − 𝑟2(𝑥)𝑎2 + √1 − 𝑟2(𝑥)𝑎3 
Where, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, and 𝑎3 are generated in dB as distributed random variables with standard 
deviation. 
The Mutual Information Effective SINR metric (MIESM) [26] is adopted for the simulation. 
To achieve this, the average Mutual Information (MI) on all RBs over all UEs is deduced. 
Subsequently, the effective SINR, 𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝐵)), per RB in every TTI is calculated. 
 
The system level spectral efficiency per RB per TTI can be expressed as:  
𝑅𝑠𝑦𝑠 =∝ 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (1 + 10
𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝐵)
10 )      (6.13) 
6.4.2 Multi-path fading  
In cellular communication, the RF signal propagates from the transmitter to the receiver via 
multiple-paths due to the obstructions and reflectors existing in the wireless channel. These 
multi paths are caused by diffraction, reflection, and scattering from buildings, structures, and 
other obstacles existing in the environment. 
When a MUE is considerably far from the MBS or a FUE is in a different location from its 
serving FAP, the line of sight (LOS) signal is not achievable and reception occurs mainly 
from the indirect signal paths. These multiple paths have various propagation lengths, and 
thus will cause phase and amplitude fluctuations and the received signal time will be delayed. 
Therefore, the main effect of multipath propagation can be described in terms of fading and 
delay spread. 
The multi-path fading implemented in the simulation is the Rayleigh fading [145]. It is 
modelled as follows; 
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The transmitted signal 𝑠(𝑡) is assumed to be from an unmodulated carrier and it takes the 
form:  
 𝑠(𝑡) = cos (2𝜋fct)        (6.14) 
where fc is carrier frequency of the radio signal.  
The transmitted signal is modeled to be propagated over N reflected and scattered paths. The 
received signal is calculated as the sum of these N components with random amplitude and 
phase for each component. The received signal 𝑟(𝑡) can be written as: 
 𝑟(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 cos (2𝜋fct + φi)       (6.15) 
where 𝑎𝑖 is a random variable equivalent to the amplitude of the 𝑖
𝑡ℎ signal component, and φ
i
 
is also a uniformly distributed random variable equivalent to the phase angle of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ signal 
component. 
6.5 Simulation results 
In this section, the effectiveness of the scheduling algorithm for interference mitigation in a 
two-tier CF network is evaluated and compared with best Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) 
[146] and Proportional Fair (PF) schedulers [147]. Also, the effect on throughput and spectral 
efficiency are investigated through simulations. The cross tier analysis is divided in two so as 
to look at the scheduling algorithms in varying channel conditions with a fading and no 
fading cross-tier analysis. Further analysis is conducted with the increment of MUEs in the 
network to reflect how it affects the algorithms in both channel conditions while keeping the 
FUEs constant. 
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6.5.1 Cross-Tier Interference Mitigation (No Fading):  
Figure 6.5 presents comparative analysis of the average UEs wideband SINR. Clearly SA 
results into higher values of SINR (c.a. 22.5 dB) compared to best CQI (c.a. 19 dB) and PF 
(c.a. 18 dB). The reasons behind this achievement are laid out as follows. In a two-tier co-
channel network where FAPs are generally randomly deployed with no coordination, RBs 
which are used by MUEs are reused by FUEs which introduces mutual interference on both 
parties. In best CQI, RBs are assigned to the MUEs with the best radio link conditions; an 
MUE which is not close to its serving MBS can suffer greatly in the presence of collocated 
FAPs. These FAPs which are uncoordinated vie to reuse same RBs as of this MUE even 
though they may have a higher channel gain over the RB. This increases the interference due 
on that particular MUE resulting into reduced SINR (as shown in Figure 6.5). In SA, 
scheduling is coordinated to avoid a situation like this by only reusing RBs available and 
unused by an MUE. On the other hand, best CQI performs slightly better than PF because 
scheduling is primarily based on fairness in PF, with lesser emphasis on interference 
mitigation. 
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Figure 6.5: Average UEs wideband SINR (No Fading) 
Figure 6.6 shows the average throughput gap of the UEs of SA against best CQI and 
Proportional fair (PF) schedulers. The UEs were randomly distributed scattered around from 
the cell centre to the cell edge to reflect diversity in deployment and channel conditions. In 
line with the results of SINR, SA scheduler achieves better throughput, around 37 Mbps, 
compared to 25 Mbps and 21 Mbps for best CQI and PF schedulers respectively. The SA 
scheduler benefits from the CFs diversity where available and unused RBs are allocated to 
FUEs while fulfilling a coordinated strategy. Thus irrespective of the channel conditions, the 
UEs are able to achieve higher and considerate throughput levels. On the other hand, 
although best CQI uses a channel indicator coefficient to allocate RBs, however higher 
interference values accordingly result into lesser throughput for CQI as compared to SA. PF 
scheduler respects fairness among UEs thereby resulting into reduced average system 
throughput.  
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Figure 6.6: Average UEs throughput (No Fading)  
Figure 6.7 presents comparative analysis of the average spectral efficiency. In line with 
the results of SINR and throughput, SA has a spectral efficiency of 10 bits/cu compared 
to best CQI (8 bits/cu) and PF (around 7 bits/cu). The reason SA performs better over 
both other schedulers can be described by looking into parameters αn and βn. In SA 
scheme, it is considered that the RBs in αn are always fully utilized by MUEs. The RBs 
in βn on the other hand are shared between the CFs in the network. Home based CFs are 
incorporated in the simulation which accommodates up to 4 FUEs. With a total of 120 
CFs in tri-sector network, the RBs were shared equally among the 30 CFs in the network 
resulting into higher spectral efficiency. Using enterprise FAPs which accommodate up to 
16 FUEs per FAP, it is assumed that the spectrum efficiency will be even higher. Best 
CQI has slightly higher spectral efficiency compared to PF, as it increases cell capacity 
and in turn spectral efficiency at the expense of fairness.  
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Figure 6.7: Average UEs spectral efficiency (No Fading) 
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 conclude the non-fading analysis, where the SINR and throughput 
values are computed and compared for the three schemes by varying number of MUEs, i.e. 
lighter to denser deployment analysis. As shown in Figure 6.10, compared to SINR value of 
22dB (for 20 MUEs), SINR drops to 17dB (30 MUEs) and 13 dB (50 MUEs) for SA scheme 
due to the added strain on the network. It only reflects a reduced SINR which is proportional 
to increased interference from augmented number of MUEs. However, SA mirrors better 
SINR compared to best CQI and PF schedulers. In line with the SINR results, Figure 6.10 
shows how UEs average throughput change for all the compared schemes with varying 
number of MUEs. Clearly SA provides encouraging results compared to the best CQI and PF 
schedulers when more MUEs are formed part of the network.  
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Figure 6.8: UEs Wideband SINR with varying number of MUEs (No Fading) 
 
Figure 6.9: UEs Throughput with varying number of MUEs (No Fading) 
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6.5.2 Cross-Tier Interference Mitigation (With Fading):  
Simulations were performed with the same system parameters in the presence of claussen and 
rayleigh fading. For clarity, straight line plots with subscript “c” represent claussen fading 
while dotted line plots with subscript “r” represent rayleigh fading. Figure 6.10 shows the 
average UEs wideband SINR. In claussen fading, 50 percent of the UEs in SA have an SINR 
of 19.5 dB. It is evident that fading has somehow affected SA more compared to best CQI 
(c.a. 19 dB) and PF (c.a. 18 dB). Even though SA is somehow independent of channel 
conditions, however, compared to no fading, SA has slightly reduced SINR value in the 
presence of fading as there are now lesser RBs available to be utilised due to employment of 
channel conditions.  
However, in the presence of rayleigh fading, the average received power of each UE is lower 
due to obstacles which increases the outage probability. This outage probability increases 
further as a result of doppler effect which is directly proportional to UE mobility (speed). The 
average SINR in best CQI and PF are similar with 50 percent of the UEs at 9.8 dB. Since SA 
opportunistically utilizes the resources of MUEs, it is capable of re-using the resources of 
MUEs who suffer less degradation hence a much better average SINR of 18.5 dB. 
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Figure 6.10: Average UEs wideband SINR (With Fading) 
Figure 6.11 shows the variation of the throughout for both claussen and rayleigh fading. SA 
experiences lesser throughput (33 Mbps, Figure 6.11) in claussen fading, compared to no 
fading. The throughput for CQI is not affected much by the channel conditions because of the 
fact that CQI takes into account channel conditions. PF again performs poorer in fading 
conditions (17 Mpbs) because of its preference to fairness.  The combined propagation in 
Rayleigh fading, on the other hand, yields lower channel capacity, which affect all schemes. 
The transmitted packets experience fading and the receiver may not detect the faded packets 
even without collision.  
With an average throughput of 15 Mbps PF performs poorly because in the presence of 
interference from other packets in multi-path fading, it does not offer service differentiation 
even for traffic with different QoS requirements. Best CQI on the other hand offers service 
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differentiation as it assigns the best links during channel degradation to the users with the 
best channel quality thereby experiencing an average throughput of 22 Mbps. SA, with an 
average throughput of 24 Mbps performs better than both PF and SA because it capitalises on 
schemes like SA where it is able to utilise resources of the UEs with the best links.    
 
Figure 6.11: Average UEs throughput (With Fading) 
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Figure 6.12: Average UEs spectral efficiency (With Fading) 
In figure 6.12, the spectral efficiency was simulated for each scheme. Compared to no fading 
results, the average spectral efficiency for best CQI and PF under claussen fading  change 
significantly with best CQI at 6.779 bits/cu compared to PF at 5.588. In the presence of 
further degradation from rayleigh fading, spectral efficiency is reduced significantly for best 
CQI and PF with 50 percent of the users utilising 4.6 bits/cu and 3.2 bits/cu respectively. This 
is because the multi-path channel has the effect of spreading or broadening the transmitted 
pulse thereby reducing channel availability.  
However, the effect of claussen and rayleigh in SA is not noticeable as 50 percent of the users 
still have an efficiency of 10 bits/cu. This is simply because in SA, unlike in PF and best 
CQI, SA has the capability to utilise as many available and non-degraded resource units. 
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Figure 6.13 and 6.14 presents claussen fading analysis and provides SINR and throughput 
values against MUEs. Even though SA still provides competitive and slightly better values 
over the compared schemes, however it is clear that the presented scheme has been affected 
more in the presence of fading compared to best CQI and PF. The main reasons are the fact 
that lesser RBs are available for assignment by SA in fading conditions compared to no 
fading conditions resulting in to slightly reduced SINR and throughput values. The added 
strain on the network applies equally both for claussen fading and no fading conditions and 
accordingly reflected in the results.   
 
Figure 6.13: UEs Wideband SINR with varying MUEs (With Fading) 
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Figure 6.14: UEs throughput with varying MUEs (With Fading) 
 
6.5.3 Co-tier Interference Mitigation 
The effect of the matching policy algorithm (Section 6.2) for co-tier interference mitigation is 
evaluated and the results are presented in Figures 6.15, 6.16, and 6.17 for SINR, throughput 
and spectral efficiency respectively. To analyse the co-tier environment, the simulation is 
streamlined to include only collocated CFs and FUEs to reflect higher interference 
temperature. The performance of the presented algorithm in Section 6.2.2, denoted by 
matching policy ‘MP’ with a conventional scheduling denoted as ‘NO MP’ is investigated 
and compared. Unlike ‘MP’ which is presented in Section 6.2.2, ‘NO MP’ represents a 
scenario where no coordination exists between FAPs and all FAPs vie for same resources 
simultaneously.  
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Figure 6.15: FUEs wideband SINR 
Figure 6.15 represents the average SINR values of all the FUEs in the collocated scenario 
when RBs are shared among the CFs as deduced in Equation 6.7 and represented in Figure 
6.3. The surge in SINR values in MP reflects the contention free access to the RBs as 
opposed to NO MP and this directly affects the throughput value in Figure 6.16 and spectral 
efficiency in Figure 6.17. 
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Figure 6.16: Average FUEs throughput  
As reflected in Figures 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17, clearly MP algorithm helps mitigate co-tier 
interference significantly thereby resulting into hugely improved statistics in a collocated 
scenario. To have an overall view, the mean values of SINR, throughput and spectral 
efficiency with MP and NO MP are presented in Table 6.5.  
 
Table 6.5: Co-tier Interference Mitigation 
 SINR (dB) Throughput (Mbps) Spectral Efficiency 
(bits/cu) 
MP 31.77 18.97 4.515 
NO MP 14.46 3.04 0.2833 
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Figure 6.17: Average FUEs spectral efficiency 
 
6.6 Summary 
A multiuser channel provides multiuser diversity because of the statistical independence of 
the individual users’ fading processes. Exploiting this diversity by scheduling users on 
favourable resources is one of the major opportunities to reduce interference and increase the 
system capacity. Network providers face the problem of delivering services to users with 
strongly varying channel quality. In two tier networks, where uncoordinated FAPs are 
overlaid in the MBS network, interference is eminent. In some cases, system capacity needs 
to be traded off against user satisfaction, requiring some fairness metric to be considered in 
the resource allocation process. In this chapter a scheduling algorithm to mitigate both cross-
tier and co-tier interference in two-tier networks was presented. Cross-tier interference is 
mitigated by employing cognitive FAPs (CFs) which assign the RBs of MUEs with a low 
data traffic load to its FUEs based on the interweave concept in spectrum assignment. 
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Whereas the co-tier interference is mitigated by resolving the contention for the same RBs by 
employment of matching policy among the coordinating CFs. Performance analysis of the 
proposed scheme is done by system level simulations and results obtained are compared with 
best CQI and PF schemes. Simulations are performed both for no fading and fading channel 
conditions represented by claussen fading. It is found that the proposed scheduling scheme 
outperforms other schemes in no fading conditions; however it provides competitive results 
when fading conditions are considered. The concept of matching policy successfully 
mitigates the effect of co-tier interference in collocated femtocells by providing improved 
SINR, throughput and spectral efficiency results, thereby proving the effectiveness of 
scheme. Since the proposed interference mitigation scheme does not require major 
modifications and existence of macro-femto backhaul coordination, thus it is promising for 
applications in the LTE-advanced (LTE-A) cellular systems that employ heterogeneous 
networks. 
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Chapter 7 
 
Conclusion and future work  
 
7.1 Conclusion 
Even though femtocells are discovering an important role in cellular mobile communication, 
the issue of interference when deployed in a co-channel fashion with the macrocell needs to 
be addressed. The integration of CR in femtocells introduces the ability of femtocells to 
dynamically adapt to varying network conditions through learning and reasoning. This 
network intelligence by cognitive femtocells have the capability of retrieving operating 
parameters which can be manipulated to mitigate the inherent mutual interference between 
femtocells and macrocells to enhance network performance. 
This research introduced new practical approaches to mitigate interference of cognitive 
femtocells in two-tier networks by means of novel algorithms and system level simulations in 
LTE networks. In order to achieve this, we presented a structural analysis of different 
interference mitigation schemes existing in literature today which are specific to our field of 
concern, cognitive femtocells. In this analysis, we classified the schemes into categories 
based on their characteristic interference mitigating feature such as power control, 
resource/spectrum allocation as well as antenna schemes. Also, hybrid schemes were 
introduced as a mix of two of more of the aforementioned categories. Subsequently, we 
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introduced our contributions in a progressive manner that comprised of a power control 
scheme, a resource allocation/scheduling scheme and a hybrid scheme consisting of power 
control and resource allocation features. In addition, simulations and analysis for the two-tier 
network scenario was not static but diverse to include different scenarios (changing number 
of FAPs and MUEs/FUEs) and OSG and CSG access modes for femtocells. Also, the 
analysis was conducted to include the mutual interference between femtocells and macrocells 
(co-tier and cross-tier). 
According to our results, the adaptive power control scheme and resource 
allocation/scheduling algorithms proposed in this thesis improves the SINR in the two tier 
architecture in LTE networks. This is validated by performing comparison with traditional 
interference mitigation schemes.  
 
7.2  Future work 
From the practical interference mitigation approaches presented in this research, further 
improvements can be implemented as specified below: 
In chapter 4, with respect to the power control scheme, cognition in the network is restricted 
to the femtocells thereby creating a centralised network architecture. However, a distributed 
architecture where the FUEs are also capable of cognition will introduce some flexibility in 
the scheme and reduce the constant overhead of FAPs measuring FUE locations.  
With regard to chapter 5 and the UEs admittance and contention free resource allocation 
scheme, future work can attempt to develop a different approach to the second part of the 
algorithm where the matching policy to mitigate co-tier interference is based on channel 
conditions of the femtocells such as path loss used in this scheme. Greedy algorithms can be 
introduced to reflect a better sharing formula not based on channel conditions. 
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In chapter 6 with regard to the service associated scheduling for femtocells, where the 
cognitive femtocell utilize RBs of MUEs based on their traffic use, future work will attempt 
to add another criteria to make it a two layer feature. This added parameter which can be 
sensed alongside the traffic load parameter can avoid the likelihood of a missed detection.  
From above, it can be seen that the importance of CR in femtocells cannot be 
overemphasised. CR provides a wide range of channel statistics which are suitable for 
interference mitigation schemes in femtocells. The idea of an efficient CR interference 
mitigation scheme is how these individual channel statistics are utilized taking into 
consideration a number of parameters such as the air interface technology, density of the 
femtocells  and the femtocells deployment (e.g. co-channel/dedicated, open access, CSG or 
hybrid). Although cognitive femtocells can retrieve operating parameters, there are few open 
research issues and challenges which need to be addressed to effectively mitigate 
interference.    
 Intelligent / Efficient Spectrum Sensing Schemes: The implementation or 
improvement of the aforementioned CR enabled mitigation schemes depends entirely 
on how efficient spectrum sensing is conducted to retrieve channel statistics utilizing 
some of the standard spectrum sensing techniques. Although spectrum sensing 
techniques can be conducted by FAPs either on a channel by channel basis (single 
channel sensing) across the whole spectrum or over a group of channels (group 
channel sensing) simultaneously, there are issues that arise with both types of sensing 
techniques and needs to be addressed. Single channel sensing introduces accuracy in 
sensing as each individual channel is sensed thoroughly but introduces sensing 
overhead and delays. Channel degradation is also imminent when a group of FAPs 
sense each individual channel concurrently. Group channel sensing on the other hand 
is less accurate as available channels might be confused with interference channels. 
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Thus in practice, an intelligent and efficient spectrum sensing mechanism is of 
paramount importance in CR enabled interference mitigation schemes. 
 Primary / Secondary User Issue: Most spectrum schemes reflect a scenario where 
the MBS and MUEs are the licensed users and regarded as the PUs and the FAPs and 
FUEs as SUs. This approach sounds fair enough for SUs who opportunistically access 
resources of the PUs with priorities given to PUs. However, in reality, FAPs and 
FUEs require and utilise high data and traffic since they are mainly used indoors as 
compared with MUEs. Therefore, more priorities should be dedicated to SUs with 
constraints not to affect MBS and MUE transmission. This is an important research 
issue to be looked in as it may reshape the way how concept of PU and SU is 
addressed in CR enabled interference mitigation schemes. 
 Energy Saving: Cognition in CR enabled interference mitigation schemes is usually 
performed by the FAP and sometimes assisted by a cognitive enabled FUEs which 
can help to improve the interference mitigation technique and the overall capacity of 
the network. However, this puts a strain on the cognitive FUE with its limited energy 
capacity and makes it susceptible to battery drain. This is an important research 
challenge as efficient energy saving schemes need to be employed to cater for this 
added strain on cognitive FUEs. 
 Security: An open access mode significantly reduces interference in femtocells, but 
unlike CSG it also introduces an increased threat to the privacy of the owner as well 
the network itself. The ability of any UE to gain access into a FAP makes it 
vulnerable as a hacker with malicious intent can ultimately take control of it to access 
the restricted information, such as private key and authentication procedure with the 
core network. Although a secure gateway provides security between the femtocell and 
the core network, an open access makes it exposed to advanced hacking techniques 
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which could disrupt the entire network. Therefore adequate security measures are 
required in open access mode to protect the subscriber and network operator and some 
issues such as criteria for joining the FAP should be addressed. 
 
 Pilot power / Coverage Radius Issue: Most power control schemes utilize an 
adaptive power control mode where the pilot power levels of an FAP is controlled 
effectively to adjust coverage radius not only to mitigate interference but to reduce the 
need for handover of close by UEs in open access mode. Power control schemes 
which are based on pilot power of an FAP become less significant in densely 
deployed femtocells if a FUE is located close to a neighbouring co-located FAP. This 
may result into lower co-tier SINR values and it leads to an important research issue 
to be further investigated. 
 Signalling Overhead: Femtocells employing CR to mitigate interference would need 
sophisticated cognition schemes. There will be lots of information sensing and 
gathering involved and some signalling channels would be needed to achieve the 
required coordination among nodes. This is an important research area to be 
investigated as signalling overhead can result into increased delays, energy 
consumption reduced bandwidth and sometimes total loss of quality of service.  
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